Introduction {#Sec00081}
============

The products resulting for biotechnologies continue to grow at an exponential rate, and the expectations are that an even greater percentage of drug development will be in the area of the biologics. In 2011, worldwide there were over 800 new biotech drugs and treatments in development including 23 antisense, 64 cell therapy, 50 gene therapy, 300 monoclonal antibodies, 78 recombinant proteins, and 298 vaccines (PhRMA [@CR0008124]). Pharmaceutical biotechnology techniques are at the core of most methodologies used today for drug discovery and development of both biologics and small molecules. While recombinant DNA technology and hybridoma techniques were the major methods utilized in pharmaceutical biotechnology through most of its historical timeline, our ever-widening understanding of human cellular function and disease processes and a wealth of additional and innovative biotechnologies have been, and will continue to be, developed in order to harvest the information found in the human genome. These technological advances will provide a better understanding of the relationship between genetics and biological function, unravel the underlying causes of disease, explore the association of genomic variation and drug response, enhance pharmaceutical research, and fuel the discovery and development of new and novel biopharmaceuticals. These revolutionary technologies and additional biotechnology-related techniques are improving the very competitive and costly process of drug development of new medicinal agents, diagnostics, and medical devices. Some of the technologies and techniques described in this chapter are both well established and commonly used applications of biotechnology producing potential therapeutic products now in development including clinical trials. New techniques are emerging at a rapid and unprecedented pace and their full impact on the future of molecular medicine has yet to be imagined.

Central to any meaningful discussion of pharmaceutical biotechnology and twenty-first century healthcare are the "omic" technologies. The completion of the Human Genome Project has provided a wealth of new knowledge. Researchers are turning increasingly to the task of converting the DNA sequence data into information that will improve, and even revolutionize, drug discovery (see Fig. [8.1](#Fig00081){ref-type="fig"}) and patient-centered pharmaceutical care. Pharmaceutical scientists are poised to take advantage of this scientific breakthrough by incorporating state-of-the-art genomic and proteomic techniques along with the associated technologies utilized in bioinformatics, metabonomics/metabolomics, epigenomics, systems biology, pharmacogenomics, toxicogenomics, glycomics, and chemical genomics into a new drug discovery, development, and clinical translation paradigm. These additional techniques in biotechnology and molecular biology are being rapidly exploited to bring new drugs to market and each topic will be introduced in this chapter. Figure 8.1 ■ The genomic strategy for new drug discovery.

It is not the intention of this author to detail each and every biotechnology technique exhaustively, since numerous specialized resources already meet that need. Rather, this chapter will illustrate and enumerate various biotechnologies that should be of key interest to pharmacy students, practicing pharmacists, and pharmaceutical scientists because of their effect on many aspects of pharmacy, drug discovery, and drug development.

An Introduction to "Omic" Technologies {#Sec00082}
======================================

Since the discovery of DNA's overall structure in 1953, the world's scientific community has rapidly gained a detailed knowledge of the genetic information encoded by the DNA of a cell or organism so that today we are beginning to "personalize" this information. In the 1980s and 1990s, biotechnology techniques produced novel therapeutics and a wealth of information about the mechanisms of various diseases such as cancer at the genetic and molecular level, yet the etiologies of other complex diseases such as obesity and heart disease remained poorly understood. Recently, however, researchers utilizing exciting and groundbreaking "omic" technologies and working closely with clinicians have begun to make serious progress not only toward a molecular-level understanding of the etiology of complex diseases but to clearly identify that there are actually many genetically different diseases called by the single name of cancer, diabetes, depression, etc. Later in this chapter, we will explore the concepts of phenotype. Important here is that most human diseases are manifested through very complex phenotypes that result from genetic, environmental, and other factors. In a large part, the answers were hidden in what was unknown about the human genome. Despite the increasing knowledge of DNA structure and function in the 1990s, the genome, the entire collection of genes and all other functional and nonfunctional DNA sequences in the nucleus of an organism, had yet to be sequenced. DNA may well be the largest, naturally occurring molecule known. Successfully meeting the challenge of sequencing the entire human genome is one of history's great scientific achievements and heralds enormous potential (Venter et al. [@CR0008171]; International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium [@CR0008158]). While the genetic code for transcription and translation has been known for years, sequencing the human genome provides a blueprint for all human proteins and the sequences of all regulatory elements that govern the developmental interpretation of the genome. The potential significance includes identifying genetic determinants of common and rare diseases, providing a methodology for their diagnosis, suggesting interesting new molecular sites for intervention (see Fig. [8.1](#Fig00081){ref-type="fig"}), and the development of new biotechnologies to bring about their eradication. Unlocking the secrets of the human genome may lead to a paradigm shift in clinical practice toward true targeted molecular medicine, better disease taxonomy, and patient-personalized therapy.

Genomics {#Sec00083}
--------

The term genomics is the comprehensive analysis and understanding of DNA structure and function and broadly refers to the analysis of all genes within the genome of an organism. Sequencing the human genome and the genomes of other organisms has led to an enhanced understanding of not only DNA structure and function but also a fundamental understanding of human biology and disease. While it is a complex and complicated journey from DNA sample to DNA sequence stored in a database, a multitude of technologies and approaches along with impressive enhancements in instrumentation and computation have been employed to sequence genomic DNA faster and less expensively. While many industry analysts predicted a tripling of pharmaceutical R&D productivity due to the sequencing of the human genome, it is the "next-generation" genome sequencing technology and the quest for the "\$1000 genome" that will move genomic technology effectively into the clinic (Davies [@CR000841]).

Likewise, the field of genomics is having a fundamental impact on modern drug discovery and development. While validation of viable drug targets identified by genomics has been challenging, great progress has occurred (Yang et al. [@CR0008188]). No matter whether it is a better understanding of disease or improved drug discovery, the genomic revolution has been the foundation for an explosion in "omic" technologies that find applications in research to address poorly treated and neglected diseases.

### Structural Genomics and the Human Genome Project {#Sec00084}

Genetic analysis initially focused on the area of structural genomics, essentially, the characterization of the macromolecular structure of a genome utilizing computational tools and theoretical frameworks. Structural genomics intersects the techniques of DNA sequencing, cloning, PCR, protein expression, crystallography, and big data analysis. It focuses on the physical aspects of the genome through the construction and analysis of gene sequences and gene maps. Proposed in the late 1980s, the publicly funded Human Genome Project (HGP) or Human Genome Initiative (HGI) was officially sanctioned in October 1990 to map the structure and to sequence human DNA (US DOE [@CR0008163]). As described in Table [8.1](#Tab00081){ref-type="table"}, HGP structural genomics was envisioned to proceed through increasing levels of genetic resolution: detailed human genetic linkage maps \[approximately 2 megabase pairs (Mb = million base pairs) resolution\], complete physical maps (0.1 Mb resolution), and ultimately complete DNA sequencing of the approximately three billion base pairs (23 pairs of chromosomes) in a human cell nucleus \[1 base pair (bp) resolution\]. Projected for completion in 2003, the goal of the project was to learn not only what was contained in the genetic code but also how to "mine" the genomic information to cure or help prevent the estimated 4,000 genetic diseases afflicting humankind. The project would identify all the approximately 20,000--25,000 genes in human DNA, determine the base pair sequence and store the information in databases, create new tools and improve existing tools for data analysis, and address the ethical, legal, and societal issues (ELSI) that may arise from the project. Earlier than projected, a milestone in genomic science was reached on June 26, 2000, when researchers at the privately funded Celera Genomics and the publicly funded International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (the international collaboration associated with the HGP) jointly announced that they had completed sequencing 97--99 % of the human genome. The journal *Science* rates the mapping of the human genome as its "breakthrough of the year" in its December 22, 2000, issue. The two groups published their results in 2001 (Venter et al. [@CR0008171]; The Genome International Sequencing Consortium [@CR0008158]).Table 8.1 ■ The increasing levels of genetic resolution obtained from structural genomic studies of the HGP.Human genome project goalsBase pair resolution*Detailed genetic linkage map*2 MbComments: poorest resolution; depicts relative chromosomal locations of DNA markers, genes, or other markers and the spacing between them on each chromosome*Complete physical map*0.1 MbComments: instead of relative distances between markers, maps actual physical distance in base pairs between markers; lower resolution = actual observance of chromosomal banding under microscope; higher resolution is "restriction map" generated in presence of restriction enzymes*Complete DNA sequence*1 bpComments: the ultimate goal; determine the base sequence of the genes and markers found in mapping techniques along with the other segments of the entire genome; techniques commonly used include DNA amplification methods such as cloning, PCR and other techniques described in 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_1 along with novel sequencing and bioinformatics techniques*Mb* megabase = 1 million base pairs, *bp* base pair

While both research groups employed the original cloning-based Sanger technique for DNA sequencing (now approximately 30 years old), the genomic DNA sequencing approaches of the HGP and Celera Genomics differed. HGP utilized a "nested shotgun" approach. The human DNA sequence was "chopped" into segments of ever decreasing size and the segments put into rough order. Each DNA segment was further divided or blasted into smaller fragments. Each small fragment was individually sequenced and the sequenced fragments assembled according to their known relative order. The Celera researchers employed a "whole shotgun" approach where they broke the whole genome into small fragments. Each fragment was sequenced and assembled in order by identifying where they overlapped. Each of the two sequencing approaches required unprecedented computer resources (the field of bioinformatics is described later in this chapter).

Regardless of genome sequencing strategies, the collective results are impressive. More than 27 million high-quality sequence reads provided fivefold coverage of the entire human genome. Genomic studies have identified over one million single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), binary elements of genetic variability (SNPs are described later in this chapter). While original estimates of the number of human genes in the genome varied consistently between 80,000--120,000, the genome researchers unveiled a number far short of biologist's predictions; 32,000 (Venter et al. [@CR0008171]; The International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium [@CR0008158]). Within months, others suggested that the human genome possesses between 65,000 and 75,000 genes (Wright et al. [@CR0008184]). Approximately 20,000--25,000 genes is now most often cited number (Lee et al. [@CR000894]).

#### Next-Generation Genome Sequencing (NGS) and the \$1,000 Genome {#Sec00085}

The full spectrum of human genetic variation ranges from large chromosomal changes down to the single base pair alterations. The challenge for genomic scientists is to discover the full extent of genomic structural variation, referred to as genotyping, so that the variations and genetic coding may be associated with the encoded trait or traits displayed by the organism (the phenotype). And they wish to do this using as little DNA material as possible, in as short time and for the least cost, all important characteristics of a useful point-of-care clinical technology. The discovery and genotyping of structural variation has been at the core of understanding disease associations as well as identifying possible new drug targets (Alkan et al. [@CR00083]). DNA sequencing efficiency has facilitated these studies. In the decade since the completion of the HGP, sequencing efficiency has increased by approximately 100,000-fold and the cost of a single genome sequence has decreased from nearly \$1 million in 2007 to \$1,000 just recently (Treangen and Salzberg [@CR0008161]). The move toward low-cost, high-throughput sequencing is essential for the implementation of genomics into personalized medicine and will likely alter the future clinical landscape. Next-generation genome sequencing methodologies, which differ from the original cloning-based Sanger technique, are high-throughput, imaging-based systems with vastly increased speeds and data output. There is no clear definition for *next-generation genome sequencing, also known generally as NGS*, but most are characterized by the direct and parallel sequencing of large numbers of amplified and fragmented DNA without vector-based cloning. The fragmented DNA tends to have sequence reads of 30--400 base pairs. There are now numerous examples of single-molecule techniques utilizing commercially available DNA sequencers (Cherf et al. [@CR000828]; Woollard et al. [@CR0008182]). Early in 2012, the DNA sequencing companies Illumina and Life Technologies each announced new products that can sequence an entire human genome in 1 day for approximately \$1,000 (BusinessWeek [@CR000823]).

### Functional Genomics and Comparative Genomics {#Sec00086}

Functional genomics is the subfield of genomics that attempts to answer questions about the function of specific DNA sequences at the levels of transcription and translation, i.e., genes, RNA transcripts, and protein products (Raghavachari [@CR0008130]). Research to relate genomic sequence data determined by structural genomics with observed biological function is predicted to fuel new drug discoveries thorough a better understanding of what genes do, how they are regulated, and the direct relationship between genes and their activity. The DNA sequence information itself rarely provides definitive information about the function and regulation of that particular gene. After genome sequencing, a functional genomic approach is the next step in the knowledge chain to identify functional gene products that are potential biotech drug leads and new drug discovery targets (see Fig. [8.1](#Fig00081){ref-type="fig"}).

To relate functional genomics to therapeutic clinical outcomes, the human genome sequence must reveal the thousands of genetic variations among individuals that will become associated with diseases or symptoms in the patient's lifetime. Sequencing alone is not the solution, simply the end of the beginning of the genomic medicine era. Determining gene functionality in any organism opens the door for linking a disease to specific genes or proteins, which become targets for new drugs, methods to detect organisms (i.e., new diagnostic agents), and/or biomarkers (the presence or change in gene expression profile that correlates with the risk, progression, or susceptibility of a disease). Success with functional genomics will facilitate the ability to observe a clinical problem, take it to the benchtop for structural and functional genomic analysis, and return personalized solutions to the bedside in the form of new therapeutic interventions and medicines.

The face of biology has changed forever with the sequencing of the genomes of numerous organisms. Biotechnologies applied to the sequencing of the human genome are also being utilized to sequence the genomes of comparatively simple organisms as well as other mammals. Often, the proteins encoded by the genomes of more simple organisms and the regulation of those genes closely resemble the proteins and gene regulation in humans. Now that the sequencing of the entire genome is a reality, the chore of sorting through human, pathogen, and other organism diversity factors and correlating them with genomic data to provide real pharmaceutical benefits is an active area of research. Comparative genomics is the field of genomics that studies the relationship of genome structure and function across different biological species or strains and thus, provides information about the evolutionary processes that act upon a genome (Raghavachari [@CR0008130]). Comparative genomics exploits both similarities and differences in the regulatory regions of genes, as well as RNA and proteins of different organisms to infer how selection has acted upon these elements.

Since model organisms are much easier to maintain in a laboratory setting, researchers are actively pursuing "comparative" genomic studies between multiple organisms. Unlocking genomic data for each of these organisms provides valuable insight into the molecular basis of inherited human disease. *S*. *cerevisiae*, a yeast, is a good model for studying cancer and is a common organism used in rDNA methodology. For example, it has become well known that women who inherit a gene mutation of the *BRCA1* gene have a high risk, perhaps as high as 85 %, of developing breast cancer before the age of 50 (Petrucelli et al. [@CR0008123]). The first diagnostic product generated from genomic data was the *BRCA1* test for breast cancer predisposition. The gene product of *BRCA1* is a well-characterized protein implicated in both breast and ovarian cancer. Evidence has accumulated suggesting that the Rad9 protein of *S. cerevisiae* is distantly, but significantly, related to the *BRCA1* protein. The fruit fly possesses a gene similar to *p53*, the human tumor suppressor gene. Studying *C. elegans*, an unsegmented vermiform, has provided much of our early knowledge of apoptosis, the normal biological process of programmed cell death. Greater than 90 % of the proteins identified thus far from a common laboratory animal, the mouse, have structural similarities to known human proteins.

Similarly, mapping the whole of a human cancer cell genome will pinpoint the genes involved in cancer and aid in the understanding of cell changes and treatment of human malignancies utilizing the techniques of both functional and comparative genomics (Collins and Barker [@CR000833]). In cancer cells, small changes in the DNA sequence can cause the cell to make a protein that doesn't allow the cell to function as it should. These proteins can make cells grow quickly and cause damage to neighboring cells, becoming cancerous. The genome of a cancer cell can also be used to stratify cancer cells identifying one type of cancer from another or identifying a subtype of cancer within that type, such as HER2+ breast cancer. Understanding the cancer genome is a step toward personalized oncology. Numerous projects are underway around the world. Two such projects include the US NIH Cancer Genome Atlas Project (U.S. NIH [@CR0008166]) and the Sanger Institute Cancer Genome Project (Sanger Institute [@CR0008140]).

Comparative genomics is being used to provide a compilation of genes that code for proteins that are essential to the growth or viability of a pathogenic organism, yet differ from any human protein (cf. 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_22). For example, the worldwide effort to rapidly sequence the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-associated coronavirus genome to speed up diagnosis, prevent a pandemic, and guide vaccine creation was a great use of genomics in infectious disease. NGS will likely provide an opportunity to place genomics directly into the clinic to enable infectious disease point-of-care applications and thus, selective and superior patient outcomes. Also, genomic mining of new targets for drug design using genomic techniques may aid the quest for new antibiotics in a clinical environment of increasing incidence of antibiotic resistance.

A valuable resource for performing functional and comparative genomics is the "biobank," a collection of biological samples for reference purposes. Repositories of this type also might be referred to as biorepositories or named after the type of tissue depending on the exact type of specimens (i.e., tissue banks). Genomic techniques are fostering the creation of DNA banks, the collection, storage, and analysis of hundreds of thousands of specimens containing analyzable DNA. All nucleated cells, including cells from blood, hair follicles, buccal swabs, cancer biopsies, and urine specimens, are suitable DNA samples for analysis in the present or at a later date. DNA banks are proving to be valuable tools for genetics research (Thornton et al. [@CR0008159]). While in its broadest sense such repositories could incorporate any collection of plant or animal samples, some of the most developed biobanks in the world are devoted to research on various types of cancer. While DNA banks devoted to cancer research have grown the fastest, there also has been an almost explosive growth in biobanks specializing in research on autism, schizophrenia, heart disease, diabetes, and many other diseases.

"Omic"-Enabling Technology: Bioinformatics {#Sec00087}
------------------------------------------

Structural genomics, functional genomics, proteomics, pharmacogenomics, and other "omic" technologies have generated an enormous volume of genetic and biochemical data to store and analyze. Living in an era of faster computers, bigger and better data storage, and improved methods of data analysis have led to the bioinformation superhighway that has facilitated the "omic" revolution. Scientists have applied advances in information technology, innovative software algorithms, and massive parallel computing to the ongoing research in biotechnology areas such as genomics to give birth to the fast growing field of bioinformatics (Lengauer and Hartmann [@CR000896]; Singh and Somvanshi [@CR0008149]). The integration of new technologies and computing approaches in the domain of bioinformatics is essential to accelerating the rate of discovery of new breakthroughs that will improve health, well-being, and patient care. Bioinformatics is the application of computer technologies to the biological sciences with the object of discovering knowledge. With bioinformatics, a researcher can now better exploit the tremendous flood of genomic and proteomic data, and more cost-effectively data mine for a drug discovery "needle" in that massive data "haystack." In this case, data mining refers to the bioinformatics approach of "sifting" through volumes of raw data, identifying and extracting relevant information, and developing useful relationships among them.

Modern drug discovery and the commensurate need to better understand and define disease is utilizing bioinformatics techniques to gather information from multiple sources (such as the HGP, functional genomic studies, proteomics, phenotyping, patient medical records, and bioassay results including toxicology studies), integrate the data, apply life science developed algorithms, and generate useful target identification and drug lead identification data. As seen in Fig. [8.2](#Fig00082){ref-type="fig"}, the hierarchy of information collection goes well beyond the biodata contained in the genetic code that is transcribed and translated. A recent National Research Council report for the US National Academies entitled "Toward Precision Medicine: Building a Knowledge Network for Biomedical Research and a New Taxonomy of Disease" calls for a new data network that integrates emerging research on the molecular basis of diseases with the clinical data from individual patients to drive the development of a more accurate taxonomy of disease that ultimately improves disease diagnosis and patient outcomes (U.S. National Academies [@CR0008165]). The report notes that challenges include both scientific (technical advances needed to correlate genetic and environmental findings with incidence of disease) and legal and ethical challenges (privacy issues, electronic health records or EHR, etc.). Figure 8.2 ■ The information challenges of systems biology in the genomic era.

The entire encoded human DNA sequence alone requires computer storage of approximately 10^9^ bits of information: the equivalent of a thousand 500-page books! GenBank (managed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information, NCBI, of the National Institutes of Health), the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) are three of the many centers worldwide that collaborate on collecting nucleic acid sequences. These databanks (both public and private) store tens of millions of sequences (Wu et al. [@CR0008185]). Once stored, analyzing the volumes of data (i.e., comparing and relating information from various sources) to identify useful and/or predictive characteristics or trends, such as selecting a group of drug targets from all proteins in the human body, presents a Herculean task. This approach has the potential of changing the fundamental way in which basic science is conducted and valid biological conclusions are reached.

Bioinformatics in its multifaceted implementations may be thought of as a technique of "electronic biology" (eBiology), conceptual biology, in silico biology or computational biology. A data-driven tool, the integration of bioinformatics with functional knowledge of the complex biological system under study, remains the critical foundation of any of the omic technologies described above and to follow.

The profession of pharmacy has readily recognized that optimal patient-centered care requires an effective integration of drug information and patient information into a system now known as "pharmacy informatics" (Anderson et al. [@CR00085]). Patient information includes data from genomics, proteomics, individual patient characteristics, patient safety, evidence-based medicine, and electronic health records. Drug information includes that found in the primary literature, drug information databases, internet resources, hospital information systems, pharmacy information systems, drug discovery literature, and pharmacogenomic studies. While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to explore pharmacy informatics further, this is becoming an important area for pharmacists to be knowledgeable (Fox [@CR000851]).

Transcriptomics {#Sec00088}
---------------

Remember that the central dogma of molecular biology is DNA to RNA via the process of transcription and RNA to protein via the process of translation. The transcriptome is the collection of all RNA transcribed elements for a given genome, not only the collection of transcripts that are subsequently translated into proteins (mRNAs). Noncoding transcripts such as noncoding microRNAs (miRNAs) are part of the transcriptome (cf. 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_23). The transcriptome represents just a small part of a genome, for instance, only 5 % of the human genome (Lu et al. [@CR0008100]). The term transcript*omics* refers to the omic technology that examines the complexity of RNA transcripts of an organism under a variety of internal and external conditions reflecting the genes that are being actively expressed at any given time (with the exception of mRNA degradation phenomena such as transcriptional attenuation) (Subramanian et al. [@CR0008154]). Therefore, the transcriptome can vary with external environmental conditions, while the genome is roughly fixed for a given cell line (excluding mutations). The transcriptomes of stem cells and cancer cells are of particular interest to better understand the processes of cellular differentiation and carcinogenesis. High-throughput techniques based on microarray technology are used to examine the expression level of mRNAs in a given cell population.

Proteomics, Structural Proteomics, and Functional Proteomics {#Sec00089}
------------------------------------------------------------

Proteomics is the study of an organism's complete complement of proteins. Proteomics seeks to define the function and correlate that with expression profiles of all proteins encoded within an organism's genome or "proteome" (Veenstra [@CR0008170]). While functional genomic research will provide an unprecedented information resource for the study of biochemical pathways at the molecular level, certainly a vast array of the approximately 20,000 genes identified in sequencing the human genome will be shown to be functionally important in various disease states (see druggable genome discussion above). These key identified proteins will serve as potential new sites for therapeutic intervention (see Fig. [8.1](#Fig00081){ref-type="fig"}). The application of functional proteomics in the process of drug discovery has created a field of research referred to as pharmacoproteomics that tries to compare whole protein profiles of healthy persons versus patients with disease. This analysis may point to new and novel targets for drug discovery and personalized medicine (D'Alessandro and Zolla [@CR000838]). The transcription and translation of approximately 20,000 human genes can produce hundreds of thousands of proteins due to posttranscriptional regulation and posttranslational modification of the protein products. The number, type, and concentration may vary depending on cell or tissue type, disease state, and other factors. The proteins' function(s) is dependent on the primary, secondary, and tertiary structure of the protein and the molecules they interact with. Less than 30 years old, the concept of proteomics requires determination of the structural, biochemical, and physiological repertoire of all proteins. Proteomics is a greater scientific challenge than genomics due to the intricacy of protein expression and the complexity of 3D protein structure (structural proteomics) as it relates to biological activity (functional proteomics). Protein expression, isolation, purification, identification, and characterization are among the key procedures utilized in proteomic research.

To perform these procedures, technology platforms such as 2D gel electrophoresis, mass spectrometry, chip-based microarrays (discussed later in this chapter), X-ray crystallography, protein nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr), and phage displays are employed. Initiated in 2002, the Human Proteome Organization (HUPO) completed the first large-scale study to characterize the human serum and plasma proteins, i.e., the human serum and plasma proteome (States et al. [@CR0008153]). They have spent the past 3 years developing a strategy for the first phase of the Human Proteome Project (Paik et al. [@CR0008119]). The international consortium Chromosome-Centric Human Proteome Project is attempting to define the entire set of encoded proteins in each human chromosome (Paik et al. [@CR0008119]). Pharmaceutical scientists anticipate that many of the proteins identified by proteomic research will be entirely novel, possessing unknown functions. This scenario offers not only a unique opportunity to identify previously unknown molecular targets, but also to develop new biomarkers and ultrasensitive diagnostics to address unmet clinical needs (Veenstra [@CR0008170]). Today's methodology does not allow us to identify valid drug targets and new diagnostic methodologies simply by examining gene sequence information. However, "in silico proteomics," the computer-based prediction of 3D protein structure, intermolecular interactions, and functionality is currently a very active area of research.

Often, multiple genes and their protein products are involved in a single disease process. Since few proteins act alone, studying protein interactions will be paramount to a full understanding of functionality. Also, many abnormalities in cell function may result from overexpression of a gene and/or protein, underexpression of a gene and/ or protein, a gene mutation causing a malformed protein, and posttranslational modification changes that alter a protein's function. Therefore, the real value of human genome sequence data will only be realized after every protein coded by the approximately 20,000 genes has a function assigned to it.

"Omic"-Enabling Technology: Microarrays {#Sec000810}
---------------------------------------

The biochips known as DNA microarrays and oligonucleotide microarrays are a surface collection of hundreds to thousands of immobilized nucleic acid sequences or oligonucleotides in a grid created with specialized equipment that can be simultaneously examined to conduct expression analysis (Amaratunga et al. [@CR00084]; Semizarov [@CR0008143]). Biochips may contain representatives of a particular set of gene sequences (i.e., sequences coding for all human cytochrome P450 isozymes) or may contain sequences representing all genes of an organism. They can produce massive amounts of genetic information (Semizarov [@CR0008143]). While the in vitro diagnostics market has been difficult to enter, Roche Diagnostics AmpliChip CYP 450 is a FDA-approved diagnostic tool able to determine a patient's genotype with respect to two genes that govern drug metabolism. This information obtained may be useful by a physician to select the appropriate drug and/or dosage for a given patient in the areas of cardiovascular disease, high blood pressure, depression, and others (according to the company).

Commonly, arrays are prepared on nonporous supports such as glass microscope slides. DNA microarrays generally contain high-density microspotted cDNA sequences approximately 1 kb in length representing thousands of genes. The field was advanced significantly when technology was developed to synthesize closely spaced oligonucleotides on glass wafers using semiconductory industry photolithographic masking techniques (see Fig. [8.3](#Fig00083){ref-type="fig"}). Oligonucleotide microarrays (often called oligonucleotide arrays or DNA chips) contain closely spaced synthetic gene-specific oligonucleotides representing thousands of gene sequences. Microarrays can provide expression analysis for mRNAs. Screening of DNA variation is also possible. Thus, biochips can provide polymorphism detection and genotyping as well as hybridization-based expression monitoring (Semizarov [@CR0008143]). Figure 8.3 ■ Principle of operation of a representative DNA microarray or oligonucleotide (\*ON) microarray.

Microarray analysis has gained increasing significance as a direct result of the genome sequencing studies. Array technology is a logical tool for studying functional genomics since the results obtained may link function to expression. Microarray technology's potential to study key areas of molecular medicine and drug discovery is unlimited at this stage of development. For example, gene expression levels of thousands of mRNA species may be studied simultaneously in normal versus cancer cells, each incubated with potential anticancer drug candidates. Related microarray technologies include protein microarrays, tissue microarrays, cell microarrays (also called transfection microarrays), chemical compound microarrays, and antibody microarrays. The principles are the same, while the immobilized collections differ accordingly.

"Omic"-Enabled Technology: Brief Introduction to Biomarkers {#Sec000811}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Biomarkers are clinically relevant biological features used as indicators of a biologic state, a disease, predisposition to a disease, disease progression, or disease regression (DePrimo [@CR000843]). Detection of or concentration change of a biomarker may indicate a particular disease state (e.g., the presence of a certain antibody may indicate an infection), physiology, or toxicity. A change in expression or state of a protein biomarker may correlate with the risk or progression of a disease, with the susceptibility of the disease to a given treatment or the drug's safety profile. Implemented in the form of a medical device, a measured biomarker becomes an in vitro diagnostic tool (Williams et al. [@CR0008180]). While it is well beyond this chapter to provide a detailed discussion of biomarkers, it is important to note that omic technologies including omic-enabled technologies such as microarrays are being developed as clinical measuring devices for biomarkers. Biomarkers enable characterization of patient populations undergoing clinical trials or drug therapy and may accelerate drug development. Modern drug discovery often simultaneously involves biomarker discovery and diagnostic development (Frank and Hargreaves [@CR000852]). Drug development scientists are hopeful that the development of appropriate biomarkers will facilitate "go" and "no go" decisions during a potential therapeutic agents development process (Pritchard and Jurima-Romet [@CR0008129]). Biomarker discovery is closely tied to the other applications of genomics previously described in this chapter. As an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacological responses to therapeutic intervention, biomarkers may serve as a substitute for a clinical end point and thus be a surrogate end point (Semizarov [@CR0008144]). Biomarkers are now available for a wide range of diseases and conditions including Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease (Maetzler and Berg [@CR0008101]), cardiac injury (McLean and Huang [@CR0008107]), lung injury (Kodavanti [@CR000886]), drug-induced liver injury (Ozer et al. [@CR0008117]), acute kidney injury (Dieterle and Sistare [@CR000844]), immunotoxicity (Dietert [@CR000845]), various cancers (Kelloff and Sigman [@CR000877]), pediatric care (Goldman et al. [@CR000861]), and a host of other diseases and biological conditions.

A "theranostic" is a rapid diagnostic, possibly a microarray, measuring a clinically significant biomarker, which may identify patients most likely to benefit or be harmed by a new medication (Warner [@CR0008175]). Bundled with a new drug (and likely developed in parallel with that drug), the theranostic's diagnosis of the requisite biomarker (e.g., the overexpression of the HER2 gene product in certain breast cancer patients) influences the physician's therapeutic decisions \[i.e., prescribing the drug trastuzumab (Herceptin) for HER2 receptor-positive breast cancer patients\]. Thus, the diagnostic and the therapy are distinctly coupled = theranostic. The theranostic predicts clinical success of the drug. This example used to introduce the concept of a theranostic is possibly the best example of personalized medicine (see later in this chapter), achieving the best medical outcomes by choosing treatments that work well with a person's genomic profile or with certain characteristics.

Metabonomics and Metabolomics {#Sec000812}
-----------------------------

The metabolome consists of the complete set of small molecules that are involved in the energy transmission in the cells by interacting with other biological molecules following metabolic pathways. These metabolites may be metabolic intermediates, hormones and other signaling molecules, and secondary metabolites (Nicholson and Wilson [@CR0008114]; Patti et al. [@CR0008120]). The techniques and processes for identifying clinically significant biomarkers of human disease and drug safety have fostered the systematic study of the unique chemical fingerprints that specific cellular processes leave behind, specifically their small molecule metabolite profiles. In January 2007 scientists at the University of Alberta and the University of Calgary finished a draft of the human metabolome (Wishart et al. [@CR0008181]). They have catalogued and characterized 2,500 metabolites, 1,200 drugs, and 3,500 food components that can be found in the human body. Thus, while genomics and proteomics do not tell the whole story of what might be happening within a cell, metabolic profiling can give an instantaneous snapshot of the physiology of that cell.

High-performance liquid chromatography coupled with sophisticated nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrometry (MS) techniques is used to separate and quantify complex metabolite mixtures found in biological fluids to get a picture of the metabolic continuum of an organism influenced by an internal and external environment. The field of metabonomics is the holistic study of the metabolic continuum at the equivalent level to the study of genomics and proteomics. However, unlike genomics and proteomics, microarray technology is little used since the molecules assayed in metabonomics are small molecule end products of gene expression and resulting protein function. The term metabolomics has arisen as the metabolic composition of a cell at a specified time, whereas metabonomics includes both the static metabolite composition and concentrations and the full-time course fluctuations. Coupling the information being collected in biobanks, large collections of patient's biological samples and medical records, with metabonomic and metabolomic studies, will not only detect why a given metabolite level is increasing or decreasing but may reliably predict the onset of disease. Recent research and discoveries in oncology have led to reconsiderations regarding metabolic dysfunctions in cancer cell proliferation and differentiation. Metabolomic studies may be able to interrogate cancer cells for oxidative stress, a leading cause of genetic instability underpinning carcinogenesis, therefore indicative windows during the life of a cancerous cell for optimal therapeutic intervention (D'Alessandro and Zolla [@CR000839]). Also, the techniques are finding use in drug safety screening, identification of clinical biomarkers, and systems biology studies (see below).

Pharmacogenetics and Pharmacogenomics {#Sec000813}
-------------------------------------

It has been noted for decades that patient response to the administration of a drug was highly variable within a diverse patient population. Efficacy as determined in clinical trials is based upon a standard dose range derived from the large population studies. Better understanding of the molecular interactions occurring within the pharmacokinetics phase of a drug's action, coupled with new genetics knowledge and then genomic knowledge of the human have advanced us closer to a rational means to optimize drug therapy. Optimization with respect to the patients' genotype, to ensure maximum efficacy with minimal adverse effects, is the goal. Environment, diet, age, lifestyle, and state of health all can influence a person's response to medicines, but understanding an individual's genetic makeup is thought to be the key to creating personalized drugs with greater efficacy and safety. Approaches such as the related pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics promise the advent of "personalized medicine," in which drugs and drug combinations are optimized for each individual's unique genetic makeup. This chapter will only serve as an introduction, as entire classes are now offered and many books and review articles have been written about pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics (Lindpainter [@CR000898]; Knoell and Sadee [@CR000884]; Grossman and Goldstein [@CR000862]; Zdanowicz [@CR0008190]; Pirmohamed [@CR0008125]; Brazeau and Brazeau [@CR000817]).

### Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) {#Sec000814}

While comparing the base sequences in the DNA of two individuals reveals them to be approximately 99.5 % identical, base differences, or polymorphisms, are scattered throughout the genome. The best-characterized human polymorphisms are single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) occurring approximately once every 1,000 bases in the three billion base pair human genome (Kassam et al. [@CR000875]). The DNA sequence variation is a single nucleotide -- A, T, C, or G -- in the genome difference between members of a species (or between paired chromosomes in an individual). For example, two sequenced DNA fragments from different individuals, AAGTTC*C*TA to AAGTTC*T*TA, contain a difference in a single nucleotide. Commonly referred to as "snips," these subtle sequence variations account for most of the genetic differences observed among humans. Thus, they can be utilized to determine inheritance of genes in successive generations. Technologies available from several companies allow for genotyping hundreds of thousands of SNPs for typically under \$1,000 in a couple of days.

Research suggests that, in general, humans tolerate SNPs as a probable survival mechanism. This tolerance may result because most SNPs occur in noncoding regions of the genome. Identifying SNPs occurring in gene coding regions (cSNPs) and/or regulatory sequences may hold the key for elucidating complex, polygenic diseases such as cancer, heart disease, and diabetes and understanding the differences in response to drug therapy observed in individual patients (Grossman and Goldstein [@CR000862]; Pirmohamed [@CR0008125]; US DOE [@CR0008164]). Some cSNPs do not result in amino acid substitutions in their gene's protein product(s) due to the degeneracy of the genetic code. These cSNPs are referred to as synonymous cSNPs. Other cSNPs, known as non-synonymous, can produce conservative amino acid changes, such as similarity in side chain charge or size or more significant amino acid substitutions.

While SNPs themselves do not cause disease, their presence can help determine the likelihood that an individual may develop a particular disease or malady. SNPs, when associated with epidemiological and pathological data, can be used to track susceptibilities to common diseases such as cancer, heart disease, and diabetes (Davidson and McInerney [@CR000840]). Biomedical researchers have recognized that discovering SNPs linked to diseases will lead potentially to the identification of new drug targets and diagnostic tests. The identification and mapping of hundreds of thousands of SNPs for use in large-scale association studies may turn the SNPs into biomarkers of disease and/or drug response. Genetic factors such as SNPs are believed to likely influence the etiology of diseases such as hypertension, diabetes, and lipidemias directly and via effects on known risk factors (Davidson and McInerney [@CR000840]). For example, in the chronic metabolic disease type 2 diabetes, a strong association with obesity and its pathogenesis includes defects of both secretion and peripheral actions of insulin. The association between type 2 diabetes and SNPs in three genes was detected in addition to a cluster of new variants on chromosome 10q. However, heritability values range only from 30 to 70 % as type 2 diabetes is obviously a heterogeneous disease etiologically and clinically. Thus, SNPs, in the overwhelming majority of cases, will likely not be indicators of disease development by themselves.

The projected impact of SNPs on our understanding of human disease led to the formation of the SNP Consortium in 1999, an international research collaboration involving pharmaceutical companies, academic laboratories, and private support. In the USA, the DOE and the NIH Human Genome programs helped establish goals to identify and map SNPs. The goals included the development of rapid large-scale technologies for SNP identification, the identification of common variants in the coding regions of most identified genes, the creation of an SNP map of at least 100,000 elements that may serve as future biomarkers, the development of knowledge that will aid future studies of sequence variation, and the creation of public resources of DNA samples, cell lines, and databases (US DOE [@CR0008164]). SNP databases include a database of the SNP Consortium (TSC), the dbSNP database from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), and the Human Genome Variation Database (HGVbase).

### Pharmacogenetics Versus Pharmacogenomics {#Sec000815}

In simplest terms, pharmacogenomics is the whole genome application of pharmacogenetics, which examines the single gene interactions with drugs. Tremendous advances in biotechnology are causing a dramatic shift in the way new pharmaceuticals are discovered, developed, and monitored during patient use. Pharmacists will utilize the knowledge gained from genomics and proteomics to tailor drug therapy to meet the needs of their individual patients employing the fields of pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics (Kalow [@CR000873]; Knoell and Sadee [@CR000884]; Grossman and Goldstein [@CR000862]; Zdanowicz [@CR0008190]; Pirmohamed [@CR0008125]; Brazeau and Brazeau [@CR000817]).

Pharmacogenetics is the study of how an individual's genetic differences influence drug action, usage, and dosing. A detailed knowledge of a patient's pharmacogenetics in relation to a particular drug therapy may lead to enhanced efficacy and greater safety. Pharmacogenetic analysis may identify the responsive patient population prior to administration, i.e., personalized medicine. The field of pharmacogenetics is over 50 years old, but is undergoing renewed, exponential growth at this time. Of particular interest in the field of pharmacogenetics is our understanding of the genetic influences on drug pharmacokinetic profiles such as genetic variations affecting liver enzymes (i.e., cytochrome P450 group) and drug transporter proteins and the genetic influences on drug pharmacodynamic profiles such as the variation in receptor protein expression (Abla and Kroetz [@CR00081]; Frye [@CR000853]; Johnson [@CR000871]; Kalow [@CR000873]; Wang [@CR0008174]).

In contrast, pharmacogenomics is linked to the whole genome, not an SNP in a single gene. It is the study of the entire genome of an organism (i.e., human patient), both the expressed and the non-expressed genes in any given physiologic state. Pharmacogenomics combines traditional pharmaceutical sciences with annotated knowledge of genes, proteins, and single-nucleotide polymorphisms. It might be viewed as a logical convergence of the stepwise advances in genomics with the growing field of pharmacogenetics. Incorrectly, the definitions of pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics are often used interchangeably. Whatever the definitions, they share the challenge of clinical translation, moving from bench top research to bedside application for patient care.

### Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) {#Sec000816}

The methods of genome-wide association studies (GWAS), also known as whole genome association studies, are powerful tools to identify genetic loci that affect, for instance, drug response or susceptibility to adverse drug reactions (Davidson and McInerney [@CR000840]; Wu et al. [@CR0008185]). These studies are an examination of the many genetic variations found in different individuals to determine any association between a variant (genotype) and a biological trait (phenotype). The majority of GWAS typically study associations between SNPs and drug response or SNPs and major disease. While the first GWAS was published only in 2005, they have emerged as important tools with, as per data from the NHGRI GWAS Catalog, hundreds of thousands of individuals now tested in over 1,200 human GWAS examining over 200 diseases and traits and 6,229 SNPs as of early 2012 (Hindroff et al. [@CR000865]). While believed to be a core driver in the vision for personalized medicine, GWAS when coupled to the HapMap Project (an international effort to identify and map regions of DNA sequence nearly identical within the broad population) to date have been plagued by inconsistencies in genotypes, difficulties in assigning phenotypes, and overall quality of the data (Hong et al. [@CR000866]; Miclaus et al. [@CR0008109]; Wu et al. [@CR0008185], [@CR0008186], [@CR0008187]). Challenges have included difficulties identifying the key genetic loci due to two or more genes with small and additive effects on the trait (epistasis), the trait caused by gene mutations at several different chromosomal loci (locus heterogeneity), environmental causes modifying expression of the trait or responsible for the trait, and undetected population structure in the study such as those arising when some study members share a common ancestral heritage (Brazeau and Brazeau [@CR000818]). The practical use of this approach and its introduction into the everyday clinical setting remain a challenge, but will undoubtedly be aided by new next-generation sequencing techniques, enhanced bioinformatics capabilities, and better genomic understanding.

On the Path to Personalized Medicine: A Brief Introduction {#Sec000817}
----------------------------------------------------------

Much of modern medical care decision-making is based upon observations of successful diagnosis and treatment at the larger population level. There is an expectation, however, that healthcare is starting to undergo a revolutionary change as new genomic and other "omic" technologies become available to the clinic that will better predict, diagnose, monitor, and treat disease at the level of the specific patient. A goal is match individual patients with the most effective and safest drugs and doses. Direct-to-consumer genomic tests became more readily available (such as 23andMe, Navigenics, and deCODE Genetics) (McGuire et al. [@CR0008106]). Academic medical centers have begun to demonstrate the feasibility of routine clinical genotyping as a means of informing pharmacotherapeutic treatment selection in oncology (Tursz et al. [@CR0008162]). Likewise, demonstration projects in pharmacogenomics entered pharmacy practice in several settings (Koomer and Ansong [@CR000889]; Crews et al. [@CR000837]; Padgett et al. [@CR0008118]). Pharmacy education curricula are evolving to prepare graduates practice in a personalized medicine environment (Lee et al. [@CR000895]; Krynetskiy and Calligaro [@CR000890]; Koomer [@CR000888]; Murphy et al. [@CR0008112]; Zembles [@CR0008191]). This approach is entirely consistent with the concept of patient-centered care to improve patient outcomes (Clancy and Collins [@CR000830]; Waldman and Terzic [@CR0008172]; Kaye et al. [@CR000876]).

Modern genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, pharmacogenomics, epigenomics (to be discussed later in this chapter), and other technologies, implemented in the clinic in faster and less expensive instrumentation and methodologies, are now being introduced to identify genetic variants, better inform healthcare providers about their individual patient, tailor evidence-based medical treatment, and suggest rational approaches toward preventative care. The hopes and realities of personalized medicine (sometimes referred to as part of "molecular medicine"), pharmacotherapy informed by a patient's individual genomic and proteomic information, are global priorities (Knoell and Sadee [@CR000884]; Grossman and Goldstein [@CR000862]; Rahbar et al. [@CR0008131]). As a pharmaceutical biotechnology text, our limited discussion here will focus on personalized medicine in a primarily pharmacogenomic and pharmacogenetic context. However, other genomic-type technologies including GWAS, next-generation sequencing, proteomics, and metabolomics will be crucial for the successful implementation of personalized medicine. The hope is that "omic" science will bring predictability to the optimization of drug selection and drug dosage to assure safe and effective pharmacotherapy (Fig. [8.4](#Fig00084){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 8.4 ■ The role of "omic" technologies in personalized medicine.

For our discussion, it is again important to recognize that pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics are subtly different (Brazeau and Brazeau [@CR000817]). Pharmacogenomics introduces the additional element of our present technical ability to pinpoint patient-specific DNA variation using genomic techniques. The area looks at the genetic composition or genetic variations of an organism and their connection to drug response. Variations in target pathways are studied to understand how the variations are manifested and how they influence response. While overlapping fields of study, pharmacogenomics is a much newer term that correlates an individual patient's DNA variation (SNP level of variation knowledge rather than gene level of variation knowledge) with his or her response to pharmacotherapy. Personalized medicine will employ both technologies.

Optimized personalized medicine utilizing pharmacogenomic knowledge would not only spot disease before it occurs in a patient or detect a critical variant that will influence treatment but should increase drug efficacy upon pharmacotherapy and reduce drug toxicity. Also, it would facilitate the drug development process (see Fig. [8.1](#Fig00081){ref-type="fig"}) including improving clinical development outcomes, reducing overall cost of drug development, and leading to development of new diagnostic tests that impact on therapeutic decisions (Grossman and Goldstein [@CR000862]; Zineh and Huang [@CR0008193]). Individualized optimized pharmacotherapy would first require a detailed genetic analysis of a patient, assembling a comprehensive list of SNPs. Pharmacogenomic tests most likely in the form of microarray technology and based upon clinically validated biomarkers would be administered to pre-identify responsive patients before dosing with a specific agent. Examples of such microarray-based diagnostics are the FDA-approved AmpliChip P450 from Roche to screen a patient for the presence of any of 27 SNPs in CYP2D6 and CYP2C19, the Infiniti 2C9 & VKORC1 Multiplex Assay for warfarin therapy from AutoGenomics, and the Pathwork Tissue of Origin test of 15 common malignant tumor types to better focus treatment options. The impact of the patient's SNPs on the use of new or existing drugs would thus be predicted and individualized drug therapy would be identified that assures maximal efficacy and minimal toxicity (Topol [@CR0008160]).

Personalized medicine would also require knowledge of an individual patient's genomic profile to help identify potential drug responders and nonresponders. This might be accomplished by testing for the presence or absence of critical biomarkers that may be associated with prediction of response rates. The US FDA provides an online list of all FDA-approved drugs with pharmacogenomic information in their labels (black boxes). Some, but not all, of the labels include specific actions to be taken based on genetic information. The drug labels contain information on genomic biomarkers that may be predictive of drug exposure and clinical response rate, risk of adverse reactions, genotype-specific dosing, susceptibility to a specific mechanism of drug action, or polymorphic drug target and disposition genes. Rather than reproducing this table in whole or part in this text, the reader may access it in its constantly updated form at [www.fda.gov/Drugs/ScienceResearch/ResearchAreas/Pharmacogenetics/ucm083378.htm](http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/ScienceResearch/ResearchAreas/Pharmacogenetics/ucm083378.htm).

It is well understood that beyond genomics and proteomics, a patient's behavioral and environmental factors influence clinical outcomes and susceptibility to disease. Emerging fields of nutrigenomics and envirogenomics are studying these additional layers of complexity. Personalized medicine will become especially important in cases where the cost of testing is less than either the cost of the drug or the cost of correcting adverse drug reactions caused by the drug. Pharmaceutical care would begin by identifying a patient's susceptibility to a disease, then administering the right drug to the right patient at the right time. For example, the monoclonal antibody trastuzumab (Herceptin) is a personalized breast cancer therapy specifically targeted to the HER2 gene product (25--30 % of human breast cancers overexpress the human epidermal growth factor receptor, HER2 protein) (Kolesar [@CR000887]). Exhibiting reduced side effects as compared to standard chemotherapy due to this protein target specificity, trastuzumab is not prescribed to treat a breast cancer patient unless the patient has first tested positive for HER2 overexpression. While currently an immunohistochemical assay, not a sophisticated DNA microarray assay, the example shows the power of such future tests.

The success of targeted therapy for personalized medicine has fostered the concept that the era of the blockbuster drug may be over and will be replaced by the "niche buster" drug, a highly effective medicine individualized for a small group of responding patients identified by genomic and proteomic techniques. Also, while numerous articles predicted that pharmacogenomics would revolutionize medicine, the initial predictions have not been lived up to the hype due to statistical, scientific, and commercial hurdles. With more than 11 million SNP positions believed to be present in the human population, large-scale detection of genetic variation holds the key to successful personalized medicine (Pennisi [@CR0008121]; Reardon [@CR0008134]; Baker [@CR00088]). Correlation of environmental factors, behavioral factors, genomic and proteomic factors (including pharmacogenomic and metabolomic factors), and phenotypical observables across large populations remains a daunting data-intensive challenge. Yet, pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics are having an impact on modern medicine.

### Human Genomic Variation Affecting Drug Pharmacokinetics {#Sec000818}

Genetic variation associated with drug metabolism and drug transport, processes resulting from products of gene expression (metabolic enzymes and transport proteins, respectively) play a critical role in determining the concentration of a drug in its active form at the site of its action and also at the site of its possible toxic action(s). Thus, pharmacogenetic and pharmacogenomic analysis of drug metabolism and drug transport is important to a better clinical understanding of and prediction of the effect of genetic variation on drug effectiveness and safety (Abla and Kroetz [@CR00081]; Frye [@CR000853]; Wang [@CR0008174]; Cox [@CR000835]; Weston [@CR0008178]).

It is well recognized that specific drug metabolizer phenotypes may cause adverse drug reactions. For instance, some patients lack an enzymatically active form, have a diminished level, or possess a modified version of CYP2D6 (a cytochrome P450 allele) and will metabolize certain classes of pharmaceutical agents differently to other patients expressing the native active enzyme. All pharmacogenetic polymorphisms examined to date differ in frequency among racial and ethnic groups. For example, CYP2D6 enzyme deficiencies may occur in ≤2 % Asian patients, ≤5 % black patients, and ≤11 % white patients (Frye [@CR000853]). A diagnostic test to detect CYP2D6 deficiency could be used to identify patients that should not be administered drugs metabolized predominantly by CYP2D6. Table [8.2](#Tab00082){ref-type="table"} provides some selected examples of common drug metabolism polymorphisms and their pharmacokinetic consequences.Table 8.2 ■ Some selected examples of common drug metabolism polymorphisms and their pharmacokinetic consequences.EnzymeCommon variantPotential consequenceCYP1A2CYP1A2\*1FIncreased inducibilityCYP1A2CYP1A2\*1KDecreased metabolismCYP2A6CYP2A6\*2Decreased metabolismCYP2B6CYP2B6\*5No effectCYP2B6CYP2B6\*6Increased metabolismCYP2B6CYP2B6\*7Increased metabolismCYP2C8CYP2C8\*2Decreased metabolismCYP2C9CYP2C9\*2Altered affinityCYP2C9CYP2C9\*3Decreased metabolismCYP2D6CYP2D6\*10Decreased metabolismCYP2D6CYP2D6\*17Decreased metabolismCYP2E1CYP2E1\*2Decreased metabolismCYP3A7CYP3A7\*1CIncreased metabolismFlavin-containing monooxygenase 3FMO3\*2Decreased metabolismFlavin-containing monooxygenase 3FMO3\*4Decreased metabolismData from references noted in the Pharmacogenomics section of 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_8

With the burgeoning understanding of the genetics of warfarin metabolism, warfarin anticoagulation therapy is becoming a leader in pharmacogenetic analysis for pharmacokinetic prediction (Limdi and Rettie [@CR000897]; Momary and Crouch [@CR0008111]; Bungard et al. [@CR000821]; McDonagh et al. [@CR0008105]). Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) for warfarin account for 15 % of all ADRs in the USA, second only to digoxin. Warfarin dose is adjusted with the goal of achieving an INR (International Normalized Ratio = ratio of patient's prothrombin time as compared to that of a normal control) of 2.0--3.0. The clinical challenge is to limit hemorrhage, the primary ADR, while achieving the optimal degree of protection against thromboembolism. Deviation in the INR has been shown to be the strongest risk factor for bleeding complications. The major routes of metabolism of warfarin are by CYP2C9 and CYP3A4. Some of the compounds, which have been identified to influence positively or negatively warfarin's INR, include cimetidine, clofibrate, propranolol, celecoxib (a competitive inhibition of CYP2C9), fluvoxamine (an inhibitor of several CYP enzymes), various antifungals and antibiotics (e.g., miconazole, fluconazole, erythromycin), omeprazole, alcohol, ginseng, and garlic. Researchers have determined that the majority of individual patient variation observed clinically in response to warfarin therapy is genetic in nature, influenced by the genetic variability of metabolizing enzymes, vitamin K cycle enzymes, and possibly transporter proteins. The CYP2C9 genotype polymorphisms alone explain about 10 % of the variability observed in the warfarin maintenance dose. Figure [8.5](#Fig00085){ref-type="fig"} shows the proteins involved in warfarin action and indicates the pharmacogenomic variants that more significantly influence warfarin therapy optimal outcome. Figure 8.5 ■ Critical pharmacogenomic variants affecting warfarin drug action and ADR.

Studies at both the basic research and clinical level involve the effect of drug transport proteins on the pharmacokinetic profile of a drug (Abla and Kroetz [@CR00081]). Some areas of active study of the effect of genetic variation on clinical effectiveness include efflux transporter proteins (for bioavailability, CNS exposure, and tumor resistance) and neurotransmitter uptake transporters (as valid drug targets). Novel transporter proteins are still being identified as a result of the Human Genome Project and subsequent proteomic research. More study is needed on the characterization of expression, regulation, and functional properties of known and new transporter proteins to better assess the potential for prediction of altered drug response based on transporter genotypes.

### Human Genomic Variation Affecting Drug Pharmacodynamics {#Sec000819}

Genomic variation affects not only the pharmacokinetic profile of drugs, it also strongly influences the pharmacodynamic profile of drugs via the drug target. To understand the complexity of most drug responses, factors influencing the expression of the protein target directly with which the drug interacts must be studied. Targets include the drug receptor involved in the response as well as the proteins associated with disease risk, pathogenesis, and/or toxicity including infectious disease (Johnson [@CR000871]; Rogers [@CR0008136]; Webster [@CR0008176]). There are increasing numbers of prominent examples of inherited polymorphisms influencing drug pharmacodynamics. To follow on the warfarin example above (see Fig. [8.5](#Fig00085){ref-type="fig"}), the majority of individual patient variation observed clinically in response to anticoagulant therapy is genetic in nature. However, the CYP2C9 genotype polymorphisms alone only explain about 10 % of the variability observed in the warfarin maintenance dose. Warfarin effectiveness is also influenced by the genetic variability of vitamin K cycle enzymes. The drug receptor for warfarin is generally recognized as vitamin K epoxide reductase, the enzyme that recycles vitamin K in the coagulation cascade. Vitamin K epoxide reductase complex1 (VKORC1) has been determined to be highly variant with as much as 50 % of the clinical variability observed for warfarin resulting from polymorphisms of this enzyme.

Associations have been implicated between drug response and genetic variations in targets for a variety of drugs including antidepressants (G-protein β3), antipsychotics (dopamine D2, D3, D4; serotonin 5HT2A, 5HT2C), sulfonylureas (sulfonylurea receptor protein), and anesthetics (ryanodine receptor) (Johnson [@CR000871]). In addition, similar associations have been studied for drug toxicity and disease polymorphisms including abacavir (major histocompatability proteins; risk of hypersensitivity), cisapride and terfenadine (HERG, KvLQT1, Mink, MiRP1; increased risk of drug-induced torsade de pointes), and oral contraceptives (prothrombin and factor V; increased deep vein thrombosis) (Johnson [@CR000871]). Likewise, similar associations for efficacy are known such as statins (apolipoprotein E; enhanced survival prolongation with simvastatin) and tacrine (apolipoprotein E; clinical improvement of Alzheimer's symptoms) (Johnson [@CR000871]).

### Value of Personalized Medicine in Disease {#Sec000820}

Due to the intimate role of genetics in carcinogenesis, personalized medicine is rapidly becoming a success story in oncology based on genetic profiling using proteomic analyses of tumor biopsies (Garnett [@CR000857]; Kelloff and Sigman [@CR000877]; Shaw and Johnson [@CR0008147]). As described above, targeted cancer therapies such as trastuzumab (Herceptin) are successful and are viewed as the way of the future. Also, clinically important polymorphisms predict increased toxicity in patients with cancer being treated with the chemotherapeutic drugs, for example, 6-mercaptopurine (thiopurine methyltransferase \*2, \*3A, and \*3C variants), 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) (dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase \*2A variant), and irinotecan (UGT1A1\*28 allele; FDA-approved Invader UGT1A1 Molecular Assay diagnostic available to screen for presence of this allele associated with irinotecan toxicity) (Kolesar [@CR000887]). Likewise, clinically important pharmacogenetics predicts efficacy in oncology patients treated with 5-FU (thymidylate synthase \*2 and \*3C variants) (Petros and Sharma [@CR0008122]).

A classic application of pharmacogenetics is our present understanding of the potentially fatal hematopoietic toxicity that occurs in some patients administered standard doses of the antileukemic agents azathioprine, mercaptopurine, and thioguanine (Zhou [@CR0008192]; Petros and Sharma [@CR0008122]). These drugs are metabolized by the enzyme thiopurine methyltransferase (TPMT) to the inactive S-methylated products. Gene mutations (polymorphisms) may occur in as many as 11 % of patients resulting in decreased TPMT-mediated metabolism of the thiopurine drugs. A diagnostic test for TPMT is now available and used clinically. Identified patients with poor TPMT metabolism may need their drug dose lowered 10--15-fold. Mechanisms of multidrug resistance to cancer drugs are influenced by genetic differences. A number of polymorphisms in the MDR-1 gene coding for P-glycoprotein, the transmembrane protein drug efflux pump responsible for multidrug resistance, have been identified. One, known as the T/T genotype and correlated with decreased intestinal expression of P-glycoprotein and increased drug bioavailability, has an allele frequency of 88 % in African-American populations, yet only approximately 50 % in Caucasian-American populations (Kolesar [@CR000887]).

Pharmacogenetic and pharmacogenomic analysis of patients is being actively studied in many disease states. However, a detailed discussion goes beyond what this introduction may provide. The reader is encouraged to read further in the pharmacogenetic/pharmacogenomic-related references at the end of this chapter. Some examples include infectious disease (genetic predisposition to infection in the host; Rogers [@CR0008136]), cardiovascular disease (genes linked to heart failure and treating hypertension, warfarin anticoagulant therapy, lipid lowering drugs; Zineh and Pacanowski [@CR0008194]), psychiatry (the roles of drug metabolism and receptor expression in drug response rates for antidepressants and antipsychotic drugs, weight gain from antipsychotics; Ellingrod et al. [@CR000847]), asthma (leukotriene inhibitors and beta-agonists; Blake et al. [@CR000814]), and transplantation (cyclosporine metabolism and multidrug resistance efflux mechanisms; Burckert [@CR000822]).

### Challenges in Personalized Medicine {#Sec000821}

There are many keys to success for personalized medicine that hinge on continued scientific advancement. While it is great for the advancement of the genomic sciences, some have questioned how good it is for patients at this stage of its development due to exaggerated claims falling short of the predictive and preventative healthcare paradigm promised (Browman et al. [@CR000820]; Nature Biotechnology Editorial Staff [@CR0008113]). The pace of advancement has been slower than promised (Zuckerman and Milne [@CR0008195]). There are also economic, societal, and ethical issues that must be addressed to successfully implement genetic testing-based individualized pharmacotherapy (Huston [@CR000868]). It is fair to state that most drugs will not be effective in all patients all of the time. Thus, the pressure of payers to move from a "payment for product" to a "payment for clinically significant health outcomes" model is reasonable. The use of omic health technologies and health informatics approaches to stratify patient populations for drug effectiveness and drug safety is a laudable goal. However, the technologies are currently quite expensive and the resulting drug response predictability is now just being validated clinically. Cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analyses are limited at this date (Chalkidou and Rawlins [@CR000825]). Also, the resulting environment created by these technologies in the context of outcomes expectations and new drug access/reimbursement models will give rise to a new pharmaceutical business paradigm that is still evolving and not well understood.

In 2005, the FDA approved what some referred to as the "first racially targeted drug," BiDil (isosorbide/hydralazine; from NitroMed) (Branca [@CR000816]). Omic technologies were not generally involved in the development and approval process. Based on the analysis of health statistics suggesting that the rate of mortality in blacks with heart disease is twice as high in whites in the 45--64 age group, a clinical trial of this older drug combination in 1,050 African-Americans was conducted and the 43 % improvement in survival in the treatment arm resulted in FDA approval of the drug exclusively in African-Americans. Yet, modern anthropology and genetics have shown that while race does exist as a real social construct, there are no genetically distinguishable human racial groups (Ossorio [@CR0008116]). Thus, attributing observed differences in biomedical outcomes and phenotypical observations to genetic differences among races is problematic and ethically challenging. Race is likely just a surrogate marker for the environmental and genetic causes of disease and response to pharmacotherapy. Now, factor in the introduction of omic technologies broadly into healthcare in a manner to segregate patient populations based on genomic and proteomic characteristics. It is obvious that these modern technologies pose provocative consequences for public policy (including data protection, insurability, and access to care), and these challenges must be addressed by decision makers, scientists, healthcare providers, and the public for personalized medicine to be successful (for further insight into this complex area, please read Brazeau and Brazeau [@CR000819]). In conclusion, even with challenges and questioned progress, personalized medicine is a global concern and an unprecedented opportunity if the science and the clinic can both succeed.

### Epigenetics and Epigenomics {#Sec000822}

DNA is the heritable biomolecule that contains the genetic information resulting in phenotype from parent to offspring. Modern genomics, GWAS and SNP analyses, confirm this and identify genetic variants that may be associated with a different phenotype. However, genome-level information alone does not generally predict phenotype at an individual level (Daxinger and Whitelaw [@CR000842]). For instance, researchers and clinicians have known for some time that an individual's response to a drug is affected by their genetic makeup (DNA sequence, genotype) and a set of disease and environmental characteristics working alone or in concert to determine that response. Research in animal models has suggested that in addition to DNA sequence, there are a number of other "levels" of information that influence transcription of genomic information. As you are aware, every person's body contains trillions of cells, all of which have essentially the same genome and, therefore, the same genes. Yet some cells are optimized for development into one or more of the 200+ specialized cells that make up our bodies: muscles, bones, brain, etc. For this to transpire from within the same genome, some genes must be turned on or off at different points of cell development in different cell types to affect gene expression, protein production, and cell differentiation, growth, and function. There is a rapidly evolving field of research known as epigenetics (or epigenomics) that can be viewed as a conduit between genotype and phenotype. Epigenetics literally means "above genetics or over the genetic sequence." It is the factor or factors that influence cell behavior by means other than via a direct effect on the genetic machinery. Epigenetic regulation includes DNA methylation and covalent histone modifications (Fig. [8.6](#Fig00086){ref-type="fig"}) and is mitotically and/or meiotically heritable changes in gene expression that result without a change in DNA sequence (Berger et al. [@CR000811]). Epigenomics is the merged science of genomics and epigenetics (Raghavachari [@CR0008130]). Functionally, epigenetics acts to regulate gene expression, gene silencing during genomic imprinting, apoptosis, X-chromosome inactivation, and tissue-specific gene activation (such as maintenance of stem cell pluripotency) (Garske and Denu [@CR000858]). Figure 8.6 ■ Epigenetic regulation via DNA methylation, histone modifications, and chromatin structure.

The more we understand epigenetics and epigenomics, the more we are likely to understand those phenotypic traits that are not a result of genetic information alone. Epigenetics/epigenomics may also explain low association predictors found in some pharmacogenetic/pharmacogenomic studies. Etiology of disease, such as cancer, likely involves both genetic variants and epigenetic modifications that could result from environmental effects (Bjornsson et al. [@CR000813]; Jirtle and Skinner [@CR000870]). Age also likely influences epigenetic modifications as studies of identical twins show greater differences in global DNA methylation in older rather than younger sets of twins (Feinberg et al. [@CR000848]). Abnormal epigenetic regulation is likely a feature of complex diseases such as diabetes, cancer, and heart disease (Chen and Zhang [@CR000827]; Hamm and Costa [@CR000863]; Rakyan et al. [@CR0008132]). Therefore, epigenetics targets are being explored for drug design, especially those observed in cancer (Woster [@CR0008183]). The first generation of FDA-approved epigenetics-based drugs is available with two DNA demethylating agents (5-azacytidine and decitabine) and two histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors (vorinostat and romidepsin). These have been approved mainly for the treatment of blood cancers, in particularly myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS).

One of the most studied and best understood molecular mechanisms of epigenetic regulation is methylation of cytosine residues at specific positions in the DNA molecule (Fig. [8.6](#Fig00086){ref-type="fig"}) (Portela and Esteller [@CR0008127]). Another mechanism of epigenomic control appears to occur at the level of chromatin. In the cell, DNA is wrapped around 8 different histone proteins to form chromatin. Packaging of DNA into chromatin can render large regions of the DNA inaccessible and prevent processes such as DNA transcription from occurring. Epigenetic regulation of histone proteins can be by chemical modification including acetylation, methylation, sumoylation and ubiquitylation (Herceg and Murr [@CR000864]). Each can cause structural changes in chromatin affecting DNA accessibility. Non-protein-coding RNAs, known as ncRNAs, have also been shown to contribute to epigenetic regulation as have mRNAs which can be processed and participate in various interference pathways (Collins and Schonfeld [@CR000834]).

Toxicogenomics {#Sec000823}
--------------

Toxicogenomics, related to pharmacogenomics, combines toxicology, genetics, molecular biology, and environmental health to elucidate the response of living organisms to stressful environments or xenobiotic agents based upon their genetic makeup (Rockett [@CR0008135]). While toxicogenomic studies how the genome responds to toxic exposures, pharmacogenetics studies how an individual's genetic makeup affects his/her response to environmental stresses and toxins such as carcinogens, neurotoxins, and reproductive toxins (Smith [@CR0008150]). Toxicogenomics can be very useful in drug discovery and development as new drug candidates can be screened through a combination of gene expression profiling and toxicology to understand gene response, identify general mechanisms of toxicity, and possibly predict drug safety (Furness [@CR000855]; Blomme [@CR000815]). There have been suggestions that toxicogenomics may decrease the time needed for toxicological investigations of new drug candidates and reduce both cost and animal usage versus conventional toxicity studies.

Genomic techniques utilized in toxicogenomic studies include gene expression level profiling, SNP analysis of the genetic variation, proteomics, and/or metabolomic methods so that gene expression, protein production, and metabolite production may be studied (Raghavachari [@CR0008130]). The rapid growth in next-generation DNA sequencing capability may drive a conversion from microarrays now most commonly used for SNP analysis) to NGS technology.

Toxicogenomic studies attempt to discover associations between the development of drug toxicities and genotype. Clinicians and researchers are attempting to correlate genetic variation in one population to the manifestations of toxicity in other populations to identify and then to predict adverse toxicological effects in clinical trials so that suitable biomarkers for these adverse effects can be developed. Using such methods, it would then theoretically possible to test an individual patient for his or her susceptibility to these adverse effects before prescribing a medication. Patients that would show the marker for an adverse effect would be switched to a different drug. Therefore, toxicogenomics will become increasingly more powerful in predicting toxicity as new biomarkers are identified and validated. First described in 1999, the field is in its infancy, yet emerging rapidly. Much of the new toxicogenomic technology is developing in the pharmaceutical industry and other corporate laboratories.

Glycomics and Glycobiology {#Sec000824}
--------------------------

The novel scientific field of glycomics, or glycobiology, may be defined most simply as the study of the structure, synthesis, and biological function of all glycans (may be referred to as oligosaccharides or polysaccharides, depending on size) and glycoconjugates in simple and complex systems (Varkin et al. [@CR0008169]; Fukuda and Hindsgaul [@CR000854]; Raghavachari [@CR0008130]). The application of glycomics or glycobiology is sometimes called glycotechnology to distinguish it from biotechnology (referring to glycans rather than proteins and nucleic acids). However, many in the biotech arena consider glycobiology one of the research fields encompassed by the term biotechnology. In the postgenomic era, the intricacies of protein glycosylation, the mechanisms of genetic control, and the internal and external factors influencing the extent and patterns of glycosylation are important to understanding protein function and proteomics. Like proteins and nucleic acids, glycans are biopolymers. While once referred to as the last frontier of pharmaceutical discovery, recent advances in the biotechnology of discovering, cloning, and harnessing sugar cleaving and synthesizing enzymes have enabled glycobiologists to analyze and manipulate complex carbohydrates more easily (Walsh and Jefferis [@CR0008173]).

Many of the proteins produced by animal cells contain attached sugar moieties, making them glycoproteins. The majority of protein-based medicinal agents contain some form of posttranslational modification that can profoundly affect the biological activity of that protein. Bacterial hosts for recombinant DNA could produce the animal proteins with identical or nearly identical amino acid sequences. However, early work in bacteria lacked the ability to attach sugar moieties to proteins (a process called glycosylation). New methodologies may help overcome this issue (cf. 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_3). Many of the non-glycosylated proteins differ in their biological activity as compared to the native glycoprotein. The production of animal proteins that lacked glycosylation provided an unexpected opportunity to study the functional role of sugar molecules on glycoproteins. There has been extensive progress in glycoengineering of yeast to humanize N-glycosylation pathways resulting in therapeutic glycoprotein expression in yeasts (Wildt and Gerngross [@CR0008179]).

The complexity of the field can best be illustrated by reviewing the building blocks of glycans, the simple carbohydrates called saccharides or sugars and their derivatives (i.e., amino sugars). Simple carbohydrates can be attached to other types of biological molecules to form glycoconjugates including glycoproteins (predominantly protein), glycolipids and proteoglycans (about 95 % polysaccharide and 5 % protein). While carbohydrate chemistry and biology have been active areas of research for centuries, advances in biotechnology have provided techniques and added energy to the study of glycans. Oligosaccharides found conjugated to proteins (glycoproteins) and lipids (glycolipids) display a tremendous structural diversity. The linkages of the monomeric units in proteins and in nucleic acids are generally consistent in all such molecules. Glycans, however, exhibit far greater variability in the linkage between monomeric units than that found in the other biopolymers. As an example, Fig. [8.7](#Fig00087){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the common linkage sites to create polymers of glucose. Glucose can be linked at four positions: C-2, C-3, C-4, and C-6 and also can take one of two possible anomeric configurations at C-2 (α and β). The effect of multiple linkage arrangements is seen in the estimate of (Kobata [@CR000885]). He has estimated that for a 10-mer (oligomer of length 10), the number of structurally distinct linear oligomers for each of the biopolymers is DNA (with 4 possible bases), 1.04 × 10^6^; protein (with 20 possible amino acids), 1.28 × 10^13^; and oligosaccharide (with eight monosaccharide types), 1.34 × 10^18^. Figure 8.7 ■ Illustration of the common linkage sites to create biopolymers of glucose. Linkages at four positions: C-2, C-3, C-4, and C-6 and also can take one of two possible anomeric configurations at C-2 (α and β).

### Glycosylation and Medicine {#Sec000825}

Patterns of glycosylation significantly affect the biological activity of proteins (Wildt and Gerngross [@CR0008179]; Walsh and Jefferis [@CR0008173]). Many of the therapeutically used recombinant DNA-produced proteins are glycosylated including erythropoietin, glucocerebrosidase, and tissue plasminogen activator. Without the appropriate carbohydrates attached, none of these proteins will function therapeutically as does the parent glycoprotein. Glycoforms (variations of the glycosylation pattern of a glycoprotein) of the same protein may differ in physicochemical and biochemical properties. For example, erythropoietin has one O-linked and three N-linked glycosylation sites. The removal of the terminal sugars at each site destroys in vivo activity and removing all sugars results in a more rapid clearance of the molecule and a shorter circulatory half-life (Takeuchi et al. [@CR0008156]). Yet, the opposite effect is observed for the deglycosylation of the hematopoietic cytokine granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) (Cebon et al. [@CR000824]). In that case, removing the carbohydrate residues increases the specific activity sixfold. The sugars of glycoproteins are known to play a role in the recognition and binding of biomolecules to other molecules in disease states such as asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, cancer, HIV infection, the flu, and other infectious diseases.

Lipidomics {#Sec000826}
----------

Lipids, the fundamental components of membranes, play multifaceted roles in cell, tissue, and organ physiology. The relatively new research area of lipidomics may be defined as the large-scale study of pathways and networks of cellular lipids in biological systems (Wenk [@CR0008177]; Raghavachari [@CR0008130]). The metabolome would include the major classes of biological molecules: proteins (and amino acids), nucleic acids, and carbohydrates. The "lipidome" would be a subset of the metabolome that describes the complete lipid profile within a cell, tissue, or whole organism. In lipidomic research, a vast amount of information (structures, functions, interactions, and dynamics) quantitatively describing alterations in the content and composition of different lipid molecular species is accrued after perturbation of a cell, tissue, or organism through changes in its physiological or pathological state. The study of lipidomics is important to a better understanding of many metabolic diseases, as lipids are believed to play a role in obesity, atherosclerosis, stroke, hypertension, and diabetes.

Lipid profiling is a targeted metabolomic platform that provides a comprehensive analysis of lipid species within a cell or possibly a tissue. The progress of modern lipidomics has been greatly accelerated by the development of sensitive analytical techniques such as electrospray ionization (ESI) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI). Currently, the isolation and subsequent analysis of lipid mixtures is hampered by extraction and analytical limitations due to characteristics of lipid chemistry.

Nutrigenomics {#Sec000827}
-------------

The well-developed tools and techniques of genomics and bioinformatics have been applied to the examination of the intricate interplay of mammalian diet and genetic makeup. Nutrigenomics or nutritional genomics has been defined as the influence of genetic variation on nutrition. This appears to result from gene expression and/or gene variation (e.g., SNP analysis) on a nutrient's absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination, or biological effects (Laursen [@CR000893]). This includes how nutrients impact on the production and action of specific gene products and how the expressed proteins in turn affect the response to nutrients. Nutrigenomic studies aim to develop predictive means to optimize nutrition, with respect to an individual's genotype. Areas of study include dietary supplements, common foods and beverages, mother's milk, as well as diseases such as cardiovascular, obesity, and diabetes. While still in its infancy, nutrigenomics is thought to be a critical science for personalized health and public health over the next decade (Kaput et al. [@CR000874]).

Other "Omic" Technologies {#Sec000828}
-------------------------

Pharmaceutical scientists and pharmacists may hear about other "omic" technologies in which the "omic" terms derive from the application of modern genomic techniques to the study of various biological properties and processes. For example, interactomics is the data-intensive broad system study of the interactome, which is the interaction among proteins and other molecules within a cell. Proteogenomics has been used as a broadly encompassing term to describe the merging of genomics, proteomics, small molecules, and informatics. Cellomics has been defined as the study of gene function and the proteins they encode in living cells utilizing light microscopy and especially digital imaging fluorescence microscopy.

"Omics" Integrating Technology: Systems Biology {#Sec000829}
-----------------------------------------------

The Human Genome Project and the development of bioinformatics technologies have catalyzed fundamental changes in the practice of modern biology and helped unveil a remarkable amount of information about many organisms (Aderem and Hood [@CR00082]; Price et al. [@CR0008128]). Biology has become an information science defining all the elements in a complex biological system and placing them in a database for comparative interpretation. As seen in Fig. [8.2](#Fig00082){ref-type="fig"}, the hierarchy of information collection goes well beyond the biodata contained in the genetic code that is transcribed and translated. Systems biology involves a generally complex interactive system. This research area is often described as a noncompetitive or precompetitive technology by the pharmaceutical industry because it is believed to be a foundational technology that must be better developed to be successful at the competitive technology of drug discovery and development. It is the study of the interactions between the components of a biological system and how these interactions give rise to the function and behavior of that system. Systems biology is essential for our understanding of how all the individual parts of intricate biological networks are organized and function in living cells. The biological system may involve enzymes and metabolites in a metabolic pathway or other interacting biological molecules affecting a biological process. Molecular biologists have spent the past 50+ years teasing apart cellular pathways down to the molecular level. Characterized by a cycle of theory, computational modeling, and experiment to quantitatively describe cells or cell processes, systems biology is a data-intensive endeavor that results in a conceptual framework for the analysis and understanding of complex biological systems in varying contexts (Rothberg et al. [@CR0008137]; Klipp et al. [@CR000883]; Meyer et al. [@CR0008108]). Statistical mining, data alignment, probabilistic and mathematical modeling, and data visualization into networks are among the mathematical models employed to integrate the data and assemble the systems network (Gehlenborg et al. [@CR000859]). New measurements are stored with existing data, including extensive functional annotations, in molecular databases, and model assembly provides libraries of network models (Schrattenholz et al. [@CR0008142]).

As the biological interaction networks are extremely complex, so are graphical representations of these networks. After years of research, a set of guidelines known as the Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) has been generally accepted to be the standard for graphical representation by all researchers. These standards are designed to facilitate the interchange of systems biology information and storage. Due to the complexity of these diagrams depending on the interactions examined and the level of understanding, a figure related to systems biology has not been included in this chapter. However, the reader is referred to the following website authored by the SBGN organization for several excellent examples of complex systems biology-derived protein interaction networks: <http://www.sbgn.org/Documents/Examples>

The inability to visualize the complexity of biological systems has in the past impeded the identification and validation of new and novel drug targets. The accepted SBGN standards should facilitate the efforts of pharmaceutical scientists to validate new and novel targets for drug design (Hood and Perlmutter [@CR000867]).

Since the objective is a model of all the interactions in a system, the experimental techniques that most suit systems biology are those that are system-wide and attempt to be as complete as possible. High-throughput "omic" technologies such as genomics, epigenomics, proteomics, pharmacogenomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, and toxicogenomics are used to collect quantitative data for the construction and validation of systems models. Pharmaceutical and clinical end points include systems level biomarkers, genetic risk factors, aspects of personalized medicine, and drug target identification (Price et al. [@CR0008128]; Yuryev [@CR0008189]). In the future, application of systems biology approaches to drug discovery promises to have a profound impact on patient-centered medical practice, permitting a comprehensive evaluation of underlying predisposition to disease, disease diagnosis, and disease progression. Also, realization of personalized medicine and systems medicine will require new analytical approaches such as systems biology to decipher extraordinarily large, and extraordinarily noisy, data sets (Price et al. [@CR0008128]).

Transgenic Animals and Plants in Drug Discovery, Development, and Production {#Sec000830}
============================================================================

For thousands of years, man has selectively bred animals and plants either to enhance or to create desirable traits in numerous species. The explosive development of recombinant DNA technology and other molecular biology techniques have made it possible to engineer species possessing particular unique and distinguishing genetic characteristics. As described in 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_3, the genetic material of an animal or plant can be manipulated so that extra genes may be inserted (transgenes), replaced (i.e., human gene homologs coding for related human proteins), or deleted (knockout). Theoretically, these approaches enable the introduction of virtually any gene into any organism. A greater understanding of specific gene regulation and expression will contribute to important new discoveries made in relevant animal models. Such genetically altered species have found utility in a myriad of research and potential commercial applications including the generation of models of human disease, protein drug production, creation of organs and tissues for xenotransplantation, a host of agricultural uses, and drug discovery (Dunn et al. [@CR000846]; Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000831], [@CR000832]).

Transgenic Animals {#Sec000831}
------------------

As describe in 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_3, the term transgenic animal describes an animal in which a foreign DNA segment (a transgene) is incorporated into their genome. Later, the term was extended to also include animals in which their endogenous genomic DNA has had its molecular structure manipulated. While there are some similarities between transgenic technology and gene therapy, it is important to distinguish clearly between them. Technically speaking, the introduction of foreign DNA sequences into a living cell is called gene transfer. Thus, one method to create a transgenic animal involves gene transfer (transgene incorporated into the genome). Gene therapy (cf. 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_24) is also a gene transfer procedure and, in a sense, produces a transgenic human. In transgenic animals, however, the foreign gene is transferred indiscriminately into all cells, including germ line cells. The process of gene therapy differs generally from transgenesis since it involves a transfer of the desired gene in such a way that involves only specific somatic and hematopoietic cells, and not germ cells. Thus unlike in gene therapy, the genetic changes in transgenic organisms are conserved in any offspring according to the general rules of Mendelian inheritance.

The production of transgenic animals is not a new technology (Dunn et al. [@CR000846]; Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000832]; Khan [@CR000879]). They have been produced since the 1970s. However, modern biotechnology has greatly improved the methods of inducing the genetic transformation. While the mouse has been the most studied animal species, transgenic technology has been applied to cattle, fish (especially zebra fish), goats, poultry, rabbits, rats, sheep, swine, cats, dogs, horses, mules, deer, and various lower animal forms such as mosquitoes (Table [8.3](#Tab00083){ref-type="table"}). Transgenic animals have already made valuable research contributions to studies involving regulation of gene expression, the function of the immune system, genetic diseases, viral diseases, cardiovascular disease, and the genes responsible for the development of cancer. Transgenic animals have proven to be indispensable in drug lead identification, lead optimization, preclinical drug development, and disease modeling.Table 8.3 ■ Some cloned animals.YearCloned animals1996Sheep (Dolly)1997Mouse1998Cattle1999Goat2000Pig2001Cat2002Rabbit2003Rat2003Mule2003Horse2003Deer2005Dog

### Production of Transgenic Animals by DNA Microinjection and Random Gene Addition {#Sec000832}

The production of transgenic animals has most commonly involved the microinjection (also called gene transfer) of 100--200 copies of exogenous transgene DNA into the larger, more visible male pronucleus (as compared to the female pronucleus) of a recipient fertilized embryo (see Fig. [8.8](#Fig00088){ref-type="fig"}) (Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000832]; Khan [@CR000879]). The transgene contains both the DNA encoding the desired target amino acid sequence along with regulatory sequences that will mediate the expression of the added gene. The microinjected eggs are then implanted into the reproductive tract of a female and allowed to develop into embryos. The foreign DNA generally becomes randomly inserted at a single site on just one of the host chromosomes (i.e., the founder transgenic animal is heterozygous). Thus, each transgenic founder animal (positive transgene incorporated animals) is a unique species. Interbreeding of founder transgenic animals where the transgene has been incorporated into germ cells may result in the birth of a homozygous progeny provided the transgene incorporation did not induce a mutation of an essential endogenous gene. All cells of the transgenic animal will contain the transgene if DNA insertion occurs prior to the first cell division. However, usually only 20--25 % of the offspring contain detectable levels of the transgene. Selection of neonatal animals possessing an incorporated transgene can readily be accomplished either by the direct identification of specific DNA or mRNA sequences or by the observation of gross phenotypic characteristics. Figure 8.8 ■ Schematic representation of the production of transgenic animals by DNA microinjection.

### Production of Transgenic Animals by Retroviral Infection {#Sec000833}

The production of the first genetically altered laboratory mouse embryos was by insertion of a transgene via a modified retroviral vector (Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000832]; Khan [@CR000879]) (see 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_24 for more detailed description of retroviral vectors in gene therapy). The non-replicating viral vector binds to the embryonic host cells, allowing subsequent transfer and insertion of the transgene into the host genome. Many of the experimental human gene therapy trials employ the same viral vectors. Advantages of this method of transgene production are the ease with which genes can be introduced into embryos at various stages of development, and the characteristic that only a single copy of the transgene is usually integrated into the genome. Disadvantages include possible genetic recombination of the viral vector with other viruses present, the size limitation of the introduced DNA (up to 7 kb of DNA, less than the size of some genes), and the difficulty in preparing certain viral vectors.

### Production of Transgenic Animals by Homologous Recombination in Embryonic Stem Cells Following Microinjection of DNA {#Sec000834}

Transgenic animals can also be produced by the in vitro genetic alteration of pluripotent embryonic stem cells (ES cells) (see Fig. [8.9](#Fig00089){ref-type="fig"}; cf. 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_25) (Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000832]; Khan [@CR000879]). ES cell technology is more efficient at creating transgenics than microinjection protocols. ES cells, a cultured cell line derived from the inner cell mass (blastocyst) of a blastocyte (early preimplantation embryo), are capable of having their genomic DNA modified while retaining their ability to contribute to both somatic and germ cell lineages. The desired gene is incorporated into ES cells by one of several methods such as microinjection. This is followed by introduction of the genetically modified ES cells into the blastocyst of an early preimplantation embryo, selection, and culturing of targeted ES cells which are transferred subsequently to the reproductive tract of the surrogate host animal. The resulting progeny is screened for evidence that the desired genetic modification is present and selected appropriately. In mice, the process results in approximately 30 % of the progeny containing tissue genetically derived from the incorporated ES cells. Interbreeding of selected founder animals can produce species homozygous for the mutation. Figure 8.9 ■ Schematic representation of the production of transgenic animals by pluripotent embryonic stem cell methodology.

While transforming embryonic stem cells is more efficient than the microinjection technique described first, the desired gene must still be inserted into the cultured stem cell's genome to ultimately produce the transgenic animal. The gene insertion could occur in a random or in a targeted process. Nonhomologous recombination, a random process, readily occurs if the desired DNA is introduced into the ES cell genome by a gene recombination process that does not require any sequence homology between genomic DNA and the foreign DNA. While most ES cells fail to insert the foreign DNA, some do. Those that do are selected and injected into the inner cell mass of the animal blastocyst and thus eventually lead to a transgenic species. In still far fewer ES cells, homologous recombination occurs by chance. Segments of DNA base sequence in the vector find homologous sequences in the host genome, and the region between these homologous sequences replaces the matching region in the host DNA. A significant advance in the production of transgenic animals in ES cells is the advent of targeted homologous recombination techniques.

Homologous recombination, while much more rare to this point in transgenic research than nonhomologous recombination, can be favored when the researcher carefully designs (engineers) the transferred DNA to have specific sequence homology to the endogenous DNA at the desired integration site and also carefully selects the transfer vector conditions. This targeted homologous recombination at a precise chromosomal position provides an approach to very subtle genetic modification of an animal or can be used to produce knockout mice (to be discussed later).

A modification of the procedure involves the use of hematopoietic bone marrow stem cells rather than pluripotent embryonic stem cells. The use of ES cells results in changes to the whole germ line, while hematopoietic stem cells modified appropriately are expected to repopulate a specific somatic cell line or lines (more similar to gene therapy).

The science of cloning and the resulting ethical debate surrounding it is well beyond the scope of this chapter. Yet it is important to place the concept of animal cloning within the pharmaceutically important context of transgenic animal production. The technique of microinjection (and its variations) has formed the basis for commercial transgenic animal production. While successful, the microinjection process is limited to the creation of only a small number of transgenic animals in a given birth. The slow process of conventional breeding of the resulting transgenic progeny must follow to produce a larger number of transgenic animals with the same transgene as the original organism. To generate a herd (or a flock, etc.), an alternative approach would be advantageous. The technique of nuclear transfer, the replacement of the nuclear genomic DNA of an oocyte (immature egg) or a single-cell fertilized embryo with that from a donor cell, is such an alternative breeding methodology. Animal "cloning" can result from this nuclear transfer technology. Judged the journal *Science's* most important breakthrough of 1997 creating the sheep Dolly, the first cloned mammal, from a single cell of a 6-year old ewe was a feat many had thought impossible. Dolly was born after nuclear transfer of the genome from an adult mammary gland cell (Khan [@CR000879]). Since this announcement, commercial and exploratory development of nuclear transfer technology has progressed rapidly with various species cloned. It is important to note that the cloned sheep Dolly was NOT a transgenic animal. While Dolly was a clone of an adult ewe, she did not possess a transgene. However, cloning could be used to breed clones of transgenic animals or to directly produce transgenic animals (if prior to nuclear transfer, a transgene was inserted into the genome of the cloning donor). For example, human factor IX (a blood factor protein) transgenic sheep was generated by nuclear transfer from transfected fetal fibroblasts (Schniecke et al. [@CR0008141]). Several of the resulting progeny were shown to be transgenic (i.e., possessing the human factor IX gene), and one was named Polly. Thus, animal cloning can be utilized not only for breeding but also for the production of potential human therapeutic proteins and other useful pharmaceutical products (Shultz et al. [@CR0008148]).

Transgenic Plants {#Sec000835}
-----------------

A variety of biotechnology genetic engineering techniques have been employed to create a wealth of transgenic plant species as mentioned in 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_3: cotton, maize, soybean, potato, petunia, tobacco, papaya, rose, and others (Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000831]; Khan [@CR000880]). Agricultural enhancements have resulted by engineering plants to be more herbicide tolerant, insect resistant, fungus resistant, virus resistant, and stress tolerant (Baez [@CR00087]). Of importance for human health and pharmaceutical biotechnology, gene transfer technology is routinely used to manipulate bulk human protein production in a wide variety of transgenic plant species. It is significant to note that transgenic plants are attractive bulk bioreactors because their posttranslational modification processes often result in plant-derived recombinant human proteins with greater glycosylation pattern similarity to that found in the corresponding native human proteins than would be observed in a corresponding mammalian production system. The transgenic seeds would result in seedlings capable of expressing the human protein. Transplantation to the field followed by normal growth, harvest of the biomass, and downstream isolation and protein purification results in a valuable alternative crop for farming. Tobacco fields producing pharmaceutical grade human antibodies (sometimes referred to as "plantibodies") and edible vaccines contained in transgenic potatoes and tomatoes are not futuristic visions, but current research projects in academic and corporate laboratories. Farmers' fields are not the sole sites for human protein production from flora. For example, cultured eukaryotic microalgae is also being developed into a useful expression system, especially for human and humanized antibodies (Mayfield and Franklin [@CR0008103]). With antibody-based targeted therapeutics becoming increasingly important, the use of transgenic plants will likely continue to expand once research helps solve problems related to the isolation of the active protein drug and issues concerning cross fertilization with non-genetically modified organisms (non-GMOs).

### Biopharmaceutical Protein Production in Transgenic Animals and Plants: "Biopharming" {#Sec000836}

The use of transgenic animals and plants as bioreactors for the production of pharmaceutically important proteins may become one of the most important uses of engineered species once numerous practical challenges are addressed (Baez [@CR00087]; Klimyuk et al. [@CR000882]). Table [8.4](#Tab00084){ref-type="table"} provides a list of some selected examples of biopharmaceuticals from transgenic animals and plants. Utilizing conventional agronomic and farming techniques, transgenic animals and plants offer the opportunity to produce practically unlimited quantities of biopharmaceuticals.Table 8.4 ■ Some examples of human proteins under development in transgenic animals and plants.SpeciesProtein productPotential indication(s)CowCollagenBurns, bone fractureCowHuman fertility hormonesInfertilityCowHuman serum albuminSurgery, burns, shock, traumaCowLactoferrinBacterial GI infectionGoatα-1-antiprotease inhibitorInherited deficiencyGoatα-1-antitrypsinAnti-inflammatoryGoatAntithrombin III (ATryn)Associated complications from genetic or acquired deficiencyGoatGrowth hormonePituitary dwarfismGoatHuman fertility hormonesInfertilityGoatHuman serum albuminSurgery, burns, shock, traumaGoatLAtPA2Venous status ulcersGoatMonoclonal antibodiesColon cancerGoattPA2Myocardial infarct, pulmonary embolismPigFactor IXHemophiliaPigFactor VIIIHemophiliaPigFibrinogenBurns, surgeryPigHuman hemoglobinBlood replacement for transfusionPigProtein CDeficiency, adjunct to tPARabbitInsulin-like growth factorWound healingRabbitInterleukin-2Renal cell carcinomaRabbitProtein CDeficiency, adjunct to tPASheepα−1-antitrypsinAnti-inflammatorySheepFactor VIIIHemophiliaSheepFactor IXHemophiliaSheepFibrinogenBurns, surgerySheepProtein CDeficiency, adjunct to tPATobaccoIgGSystemic therapy (rabies virus, hepatitis B virus)TobaccoTGF-β2Ovarian cancerTobaccoVitronectinProteaseTobaccoRhinoRFusion of human adhesion protein and human IgA for common coldSafflowerInsulinDiabetesCornMeripaseCystic fibrosisDuckweedLacteronControlled release of α-interferon for hepatitis B and CPotatoPoultry vaccineAvian influenza (H5N1)Data from references noted in this section of 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_8*Abbreviations*: *tPA* tissue plasminogen activator, *LAtPA* long acting tissue plasminogen activator, *TGF-β3* tissue growth factor-beta

The techniques to produce transgenic animals have been used to develop animal strains that secrete high levels of important proteins in various end organs such as milk, blood, urine, and other tissues. During such large animal "gene farming," the transgenic animals serve as bioreactors to synthesize recoverable quantities of therapeutically useful proteins. Among the advantages of expressing protein in animal milk is that the protein is generally produced in sizable quantities and can be harvested manually or mechanically by simply milking the animal. Protein purification from the milk requires the usual separation techniques for proteins. In general, recombinant genes coding for the desired protein product are fused to the regulatory sequences of the animal's milk-producing genes. The animals are not endangered by the insertion of the recombinant gene. The logical fusion of the protein product gene to the milk-producing gene targets the transcription and translation of the protein product exclusively in mammary tissues normally involved in milk production and does not permit gene activation in other, non-milk-producing tissues in the animal. Transgenic strains are established and perpetuated by breeding the animals since the progeny of the original transgenic animal (founder animal) usually also produce the desired recombinant protein.

Yields of protein pharmaceuticals produced transgenically are expected to be 10--100 times greater than those achieved in recombinant cell culture. Protein yields from transgenic animals are generally good \[conservative estimates of 1 g/l (g/L) with a 30 % purification efficiency\] with milk yield from various species per annum estimated at: cow = 10,000 L; sheep = 500 L; goat = 400 L; and pig = 250 L (Rudolph [@CR0008138]). PPL Therapeutics has estimated that the cost to produce human therapeutic proteins in large animal bioreactors could be as much as 75 % less expensive than cell culture. In addition, should the desired target protein require posttranslational modification, the large mammals used in milk production of pharmaceuticals would be a bioreactor capable of adding those groups (unlike a recombinant bacterial culture).

Some examples of human long peptides and proteins under development in the milk of transgenic animals include growth hormone, interleukin-2, calcitonin, insulin-like growth factor, alpha 1 antitrypsin (AT), clotting factor VIII, clotting factor IX, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), lactoferrin, gastric lipase, vaccine derived from Escherichia coli LtB toxin subunit, protein C, and various human monoclonal antibodies (such as those from the Xenomouse) (Garner and Colman [@CR000856]; Rudolph [@CR0008139]). The first approved biopharmaceutical from transgenic animals is recombinant human antithrombin which remains on the market today (trade name ATryn). Produced in a herd of transgenic dairy goats, rhAT is expressed in high level in the milk. The human AT transgene was assembled by linking the AT cDNA to a normal milk protein sequence (XhoI site of the goat beta casein vector). See Table [8.4](#Tab00084){ref-type="table"} for additional examples.

Using genetic engineering techniques to create transgenic plants, "pharming" for pharmaceuticals is producing an ever-expanding list of drugs and diagnostic agents derived from human genes (Baez [@CR00087]; Opar [@CR0008115]). Some examples of human peptides and proteins under development in transgenic plants include TGF-beta, vitronectin, thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor, insulin, glucocerebrosidase, apolipoprotein A-1, and taliglucerase alfa. See Table [8.4](#Tab00084){ref-type="table"} for additional examples.

Xenotransplantation: Transplantable Transgenic Animal Organs {#Sec000837}
------------------------------------------------------------

An innovative use of transgenics for the production of useful proteins is the generation of clinically transplantable transgenic animal organs, the controversial cross-species transplant (Khan [@CR000881]). The success of human-to-human transplantation of heart, kidney, liver, and other vascularized organs (allotransplantation) created the significant expectation and need for donor organs. Primate-to-human transplantation (xenotransplantation) was successful, but ethical issues and limited number of donor animals were significant barriers. Transplant surgeons recognized early on that organs from the pig were a rational choice for xenotransplantation (due to physiological, anatomical, ethical, and supply reasons) if the serious hyperacute rejection could be overcome. Several research groups in academia and industry have pioneered the transgenic engineering of pigs expressing both human complement inhibitory proteins and key human blood group proteins (antigens) (McCurry et al. [@CR0008104]; Dunn et al. [@CR000846]; Van Eyck et al. [@CR0008168]). Cloning has now produced transgenic pigs for xenotransplantation. Cells, tissues, and organs from these double transgenic animals appear to be very resistant to the humoral immune system-mediated reactions of both primates and likely humans. These findings begin to pave the way for potential xenograft transplantation of animal components into humans with a lessened chance of acute rejection. A continuing concern is that many animals, such as pigs, have shorter life spans than humans, meaning that their tissues age at a quicker rate.

Knockout Mice {#Sec000838}
-------------

While many species including mice, zebra fish, and nematodes have been transformed to lose genetic function for the study of drug discovery and disease modeling, mice have proven to be the most useful. Mice are the laboratory animal species most closely related to humans in which the knockout technique can be easily performed, so they are a favorite subject for knockout experiments. While a mouse carrying an introduced transgene is called a transgenic mouse, transgenic technologies can also produce a knockout animal. A knockout mouse, also called a gene knockout mouse or a gene-targeted knockout mouse, is an animal in which an endogenous gene (genomic wild-type allele) has been specifically inactivated by replacing it with a null allele (Sharpless and DePinho [@CR0008146]; Wu et al. [@CR0008186]; Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000832]). A null allele is a nonfunctional allele of a gene generated by either deletion of the entire gene or mutation of the gene resulting in the synthesis of an inactive protein. Recent advances in intranuclear gene targeting and embryonic stem cell technologies as described above are expanding the capabilities to produce knockout mice routinely for studying certain human genetic diseases or elucidating the function of a specific gene product.

The procedure for producing knockout mice basically involves a four-step process. A null allele (i.e., knockout allele) is incorporated into one allele of murine ES cells. Incorporation is generally quite low; approximately one cell in a million has the required gene replacement. However, the process is designed to impart neomycin and ganciclovir resistance only to those ES cells in which homologous gene integration has resulted. This facilitates the selection and propagation of the correctly engineered ES cells. The resulting ES cells are then injected into early mouse embryos creating chimeric mice (heterozygous for the knockout allele) containing tissues derived from both host cells and ES cells. The chimeric mice are mated to confirm that the null allele is incorporated into the germ line. The confirmed heterozygous chimeric mice are bred to homogeneity producing progeny that are homozygous knockout mice. Worldwide, three major mouse knockout programs are proceeding in collaboration to create a mutation in each of the approximately 20,000 protein-coding genes in the mouse genome using a combination of gene trapping and gene targeting in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells (Staff [@CR0008152]). These include (1) KOMP (KnockOut Mouse Project, <http://www.knockoutmouse.org>), funded by the NIH; (2) EUCOMM (EUropean Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis Program, <http://www.eucomm.org>), funded by the FP6 program of the EC; and (3) NorCOMM (North American Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis Project, <http://norcomm.phenogenomics.ca/index.htm>), a Canadian project funded by Genome Canada and partners. To date, over 4,000 targeted knockouts of genes have been accomplished. This comprehensive and publicly available resource will aid researchers examining the role of each gene in normal physiology and development and shed light on the pathogenesis of abnormal physiology and disease.

The continuing discoveries of the three worldwide mouse knockout consortia and independent research laboratories around the world will further create better models of human monogenic and polygenic diseases such as cancer, diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and psychiatric and neurodegenerative diseases. For example, knockout mice have been engineered that have extremely elevated cholesterol levels while being maintained on normal chow diets due to their inability to produce apolipoprotein E (apoprotein E). Apoprotein E is the major lipoprotein component of very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) responsible for liver clearance of VLDL. These engineered mice are being examined as animal models of atherosclerosis useful in cardiovascular drug discovery and development. Table [8.5](#Tab00085){ref-type="table"} provides a list of some additional selected examples of knockout mouse disease models.Table 8.5 ■ Some selected examples of genetically engineered animal disease models.Genetic engineeringGeneDisease modelKnockout*BRCA1*, *BRACA2*Breast cancerKnockoutApolipoprotein EAtherosclerosisKnockoutGlucocerebrosidaseGaucher's diseaseKnockoutHPRTLesch-Nyhan syndromeKnockoutHexokinase ATay-Sachs diseaseKnockoutHuman CFTRCystic fibrosisKnockoutp53Cancer suppressor gene deletionKnockoutP-glycoproteinMultidrug resistance (MDR)Knockoutα-globin and β-globinSickle cell anemiaKnockoutUrate oxidaseGoutKnockoutRetinoblastoma-1Familial retinoblastomaTransgenec-*neu* oncogeneCancerTransgenec-*myc* oncogeneCancerTransgenegrowth hormoneDwarfismTransgeneH-*ras* oncogeneCancerTransgeneHistocompatibility antigensAutoimmunityTransgeneHIV *tat*Kaposi sarcomaTransgeneHuman APPAlzheimer's diseaseTransgeneHuman β-globinThalassemiaTransgeneHuman CD4 expressionHIV infectionTransgeneHuman β-globin mutantSickle cell anemiaTransgeneHuman CETPAtherosclerosisTransgeneLDL receptorHypercholesterolemiaAbbreviations: *BRCA1*, *BRCA2* suspected breast cancer genes, *CETP* cholesterol (cholesteryl) ester transfer protein, *CFTR* cyctic fibrosis transport regulator, HIV human immunodeficiency virus, *HPRT* hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase, *LDL* low-density lipoprotein

The knockout mouse is becoming the basic tool for researchers to determine gene function in vivo in numerous biological systems. For example, knockout mouse technology has helped transform our understanding of the immune response. The study of single and multiple gene knockout animals has provided new perspectives on T-cell development, costimulation, and activation. "Humanized mice," transgenic severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice grafted with human cells and tissues, enable research in regenerative medicine, infectious disease, cancer, and human hematopoiesis. In addition, high-throughput DNA sequencing efforts, positional cloning programs, and novel embryonic stem cell-based gene discovery research areas all exploit the knockout mouse as their laboratory.

Engineered animal models are proving invaluable to pharmaceutical research since small animal models of disease may be created and validated to mimic a disease in human patients. Mouse, rat, and zebra fish are the most common models explored and used. Genetic engineering can predispose an animal to a particular disease under scrutiny, and the insertion of human genes into the animal can initiate the development of a more clinically relevant disease condition. In human clinical studies, assessments of efficacy and safety often rely on measured effects for surrogate biomarkers and adverse event reporting. Validated transgenic animal models of human disease allow for parallel study and possible predictability prior to entering clinical trials. Also, it is possible to screen potential drug candidates in vivo against a human receptor target inserted into an animal model. The number of examples of transgenic animal models of human disease useful in drug discovery and development efforts is growing rapidly (Sharpless and DePinho [@CR0008146]; Schultz et al. 2007; Wu et al. [@CR0008186]; Clark and Pazdernik [@CR000832]). Such models have the potential to increase the efficiency and decrease the cost of drug discovery and development by reducing the time it takes to move a candidate medicinal agent from discovery into clinical trials. Table [8.5](#Tab00085){ref-type="table"} provides a list of some selected examples of genetically engineered animal models of human disease.

Site-Directed Mutagenesis {#Sec000839}
=========================

Site-directed mutagenesis, also called site-specific mutagenesis or oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis, is a protein engineering technique allowing specific amino acid residue (site-directed) alteration (mutation) to create new protein entities (Johnson and Reitz [@CR000872]). Mutagenesis at a single amino acid position in an engineered protein is called a point mutation. Therefore, site-directed mutagenesis techniques can aid in the examination at the molecular level of the relationship between 3D structure and function of interesting proteins. The technique is commonly used in protein engineering. This technique resulted in a Nobel Prize for one of the early researchers in this field, Dr. Michael Smith (Hutchison et al. [@CR000869]).

Figure [8.10](#Fig000810){ref-type="fig"} suggests an excellent example of possible theoretical mutations of the active site of a model serine protease enzyme that could be engineered to probe the mechanism of action of the enzyme. Structures B and C of Fig. [8.10](#Fig000810){ref-type="fig"} represent a theoretical mutation to illustrate the technique. Craik and coworkers have actually tested the role of the aspartic acid residue in the serine protease catalytic triad Asp, His, and Ser. They replaced Asp^102^ (carboxylate anion side chain) of trypsin with Asn (neutral amide side chain) by site-directed mutagenesis and observed a pH-dependent change in the catalytic activity compared to the wild-type parent serine protease (see Fig. [8.10](#Fig000810){ref-type="fig"}, structure D) (Craik et al. [@CR000836]). Site-directed mutagenesis studies also provide invaluable insight into the nature of intermolecular interactions of ligands with their receptors. For example, studies of the effect of the site-directed mutagenesis of various key amino acid residues on the binding of neurotransmitters to G-protein-coupled receptors have helped in defining more accurate models for alpha-adrenergic, D2-dopaminergic, 5HT2a-serotonergic, and both M1 and M3 muscarinic receptors (Bikker et al. [@CR000812]). Figure 8.10 ■ Some possible site-directed mutations of the amino acids composing the catalytic triad of a serine protease: influence on key hydrogen bonding. (**a**) Catalytic triad (the catalytic machinery) at active site of a wild type, parent serine protease. (**b**) Theoretical site-directed mutagenesis studies HIS~57~ to PHE~57~ mutant. (**c**) Theoretical site-directed mutagenesis studies ASP~102~ to ASN~102~ and SER~195~ to ALA~195~ mutant. (**d**) ASP~102~ to ASN~102~ mutant from site-directed mutagenesis (From Craik et al. [@CR000836]).

Synthetic Biology {#Sec000840}
=================

Modern biotechnology tools have allowed for a number of ways to study very complex biological systems. For example, as described above systems biology examines complex biological systems as interacting and integrated complex networks. The new and developing field of study known as synthetic biology explores how to build artificial complex biological systems employing many of the same tools and experimental techniques favored by system biologists. Synthetic biology looks at both the strategic redesign and/or the fabrication of existing biological systems and the design and construction of biological components and systems that do not already exist in nature (Khalil and Collins [@CR000878]). Synthetic genomics is a subset of synthetic biology that focuses on the redesign and fabrication of new genetic material constructed from raw chemicals. The focus of synthetic biology is often on ways of taking parts of natural biological systems, characterizing and simplifying them, and using them as a component of a highly unnatural, engineered, biological system. Synthetic biology studies may provide a more detailed understanding of complex biological systems down to the molecular level. Being able to design and construct a complex system is also one very practical approach to understanding that system under various conditions. The levels a synthetic biologist may work at include the organism, tissue and organ, intercellular, intracellular, biological pathway, and down to the molecular level.

There are many exciting applications for synthetic biology that have been explored or hypothesized across various fields of scientific study including designed and optimized biological pathways, natural product manufacturing, new drug molecule synthesis, and biosensing (Ruder et al. 2011). From an engineering perspective, synthetic biology could lead to the design and building of engineered biological systems that process information, modify existing chemicals, fabricate new molecules and materials, and maintain and enhance human health and our environment. Because of the obvious societal concerns that synthetic biology experiments raise, the broader science community has engaged in considerable efforts at developing guidelines and regulations and addressing the issues of intellectual property and governance and the ethical, societal, and legal implications. Several bioethics research institutes published reports on ethical concerns and the public perception of synthetic biology. A report from the United States Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues called for enhanced federal oversight on this emerging technology.

In 2006, a research team, at the J. Craig Venter Institute constructed and filed a patent application for a synthetic genome of a novel synthetic minimal bacterium named *Mycoplasma laboratorium* (Smith et al. [@CR0008151]; Glass et al. [@CR000860]). The team was able to construct an artificial chromosome of 381 genes, and the DNA sequence they have pieced together is based upon the bacterium Mycoplasma genitalium. The original bacterium had a fifth of its DNA removed and was able to live successfully with the synthetic chromosome in place. Venter's goal is to make cells that might take carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and produce methane, used as a feedstock for other fuels.

Chang and coworkers published pioneering work utilizing a synthetic biology approach to assemble two heterologous pathways for the biosynthesis of plant-derived terpenoid natural products (Chang [@CR000826]). Terpenoids are a highly diverse class of lipophilic natural products that have historically provided a rich source for discovery of pharmacologically active small molecules, such as the anticancer agent paclitaxel (Taxol) and the antimalarial artemisinin. Unfortunately, these secondary metabolites are typically produced in low abundance in their host organism, and their isolation consequently suffers from low yields and high consumption of natural resources. A key step is developing methods to carry out cytochrome P450 (P450)-based oxidation chemistry in vivo. Their work suggests that potentially, entire metabolic pathways can be designed in silico and constructed in bacterial hosts.

Biotechnology and Drug Discovery {#Sec000841}
================================

Pharmaceutical scientists have taken advantage of every opportunity or technique available to aid in the long, costly, and unpredictable drug discovery process. In essence, 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_8 is an overview of some of the many applications of biotechnology and related techniques useful in drug discovery or design, lead optimization, and development. In addition to recombinant DNA and hybridoma technology, the techniques described throughout 10.1007/978-1-4614-6486-0_8 have changed the way drug research is conducted, refining the process that optimizes the useful pharmacological properties of an identified novel chemical lead and minimizing the unwanted properties. The promise of genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, pharmacogenomics/pharmacogenetics, epigenomics, toxicogenomics, systems biology, and bioinformatics to radically change the drug discovery paradigm is eagerly anticipated (Beeley et al. [@CR000810]; Basu and Oyelere [@CR00089]; Loging et al. [@CR000899]). Figure [8.11](#Fig000811){ref-type="fig"} shows schematically the interaction of three key elements that are essential for modern drug discovery: new targets identified by genomics, proteomics, and related technologies; validation of the identified targets; rapid, sensitive bioassays utilizing high-throughput screening methods; and new molecule creation and optimization employing a host of approaches. The key elements are underpinned at each point by bioinformatics. Several of the technologies, methods, and approaches listed in Fig. [8.11](#Fig000811){ref-type="fig"} have been described previously in this chapter. Others will be described below. Figure 8.11 ■ Elements of modern drug discovery: impact of biotechnology.

Screening and Synthesis {#Sec000842}
-----------------------

Traditionally, drug discovery programs relied heavily upon random screening followed by analog synthesis and lead optimization via structure-activity relationship studies. Discovery of novel, efficacious, and safer small molecule medicinal agents with appropriate "drug-like characteristics is an increasingly costly and complex process" (Williams 2007). Therefore, any method allowing for a reduction in time and money is extremely valuable. Advances in biotechnology have contributed to a greater understanding of the cause and progression of disease and have identified new therapeutic targets forming the basis of novel drug screens. New technical discoveries in the fields of proteomics for target discovery and validation and systems biology are expected to facilitate the discovery of new agents with novel mechanisms of action for diseases that were previously difficult or impossible to treat. In an effort to decrease the cost of identifying and optimizing useful, quality drug leads against a pharmaceutically important target, researchers have developed newer approaches including high-throughput screening and high-throughput synthesis methods.

### Advances in Screening: High-Throughput Screening (HTS) {#Sec000843}

Recombinant DNA technology has provided the ability to clone, express, isolate, and purify receptor enzymes, membrane-bound proteins, and other binding proteins in larger quantities than ever before. Instead of using receptors present in animal tissues or partially purified enzymes for screening, in vitro bioassays now utilize the exact human protein target. Applications of biotechnology to in vitro screening include the improved preparation of (1) cloned membrane-bound receptors expressed in cell lines carrying few endogenous receptors; (2) immobilized preparations of receptors, antibodies, and other ligand-binding proteins; and (3) soluble enzymes and extracellular cell-surface expressed protein receptors. In most cases today, biotechnology contributes directly to the understanding, identification, and/or the generation of the drug target being screened (e.g., radioligand binding displacement from a cloned protein receptor).

Previously, libraries of synthetic compounds along with natural products from microbial fermentation, plant extracts, marine organisms, and invertebrates provide a diversity of molecular structures that were screened randomly. Screening can be made more directed if the compounds to be investigated are selected on the basis of structural information about the receptor or natural ligand. The development of sensitive radioligand binding assays and the access to fully automated, robotic screening techniques have accelerated the screening process.

High-throughput screening (HTS) provides for the bioassay of thousands of compounds in multiple assays at the same time (Cik and Jurzak [@CR000829]; Rankovic et al. [@CR0008133]). The process is automated with robots and utilizes multi-well microtiter plates. While 96-well microtiter plates are a versatile standard in HTS, the development of 1,536- and 3,456-well nanoplate formats and enhanced robotics brings greater miniaturization and speed to cell-based and biochemical assays. Now, companies can conduct 100,000 bioassays a day. In addition, modern drug discovery and lead optimization with DNA microarrays allows researchers to track hundreds to thousands of genes.

Enzyme inhibition assays and radioligand binding assays are the most common biochemical tests employed. The technology has become so sophisticated and the interactive nature of biochemical events so much better understood (through approaches such as systems biology) that HT whole cell assays have become commonplace. Reporter gene assays are routinely utilized in HTS (Ullmann [@CR0008167]). Typically, a reporter gene, that is a reporter that indicates the presence or absence of a particular gene product that in turn reflects the changes in a biological process or pathway, is transfected into a desired cell. When the gene product is expressed in the living cell, the reporter gene is transcribed and the reporter is translated to yield a protein that is measured biochemically. A common reporter gene codes for the enzyme luciferase, and the intensity of the resulting green fluorescent protein (i.e., a quantitative measure of concentration) is a direct function of the assayed molecule's ability to stimulate or inhibit the biologic process or signaling pathway under study. A further advance in HT screening technologies for lead optimization is rapid, high-content pharmacology. This HT screening approach can be used to evaluate solubility, adsorption, toxicity, metabolism, and other important drug characteristics.

### High-Throughput Chemistry: Combinatorial Chemistry and Multiple Parallel Synthesis {#Sec000844}

Traditionally, small drug molecules were synthesized by joining together structural pieces in a set sequence to prepare one product. One of the most powerful tools to optimize drug discovery is automated high-throughput synthesis. When conducted in a combinatorial approach, high-throughput synthesis provides for the simultaneous preparation of hundreds or thousands of related drug candidates (Fenniri [@CR000849]; Sucholeiki [@CR0008155]; Mason and Pickett [@CR0008102]; Pirrung [@CR0008126]). The molecular libraries generated are screened in high-throughput screening assays for the desired activity, and the most active molecules are identified and isolated for further development.

There are two overall approaches to high-throughput synthesis: combinatorial chemistry that randomly mixes various reagents (such as many variations of reagent A with many variations of reagent B to give random mixtures of all products in a reaction vessel) and parallel synthesis that selectively conducts many reactions parallel to each other (such as many variations of reagent A in separate multiple reaction vessels with many variations of reagent B to give many single products in separate vessels) (Mitscher and Dutta [@CR0008110]; Seneci [@CR0008145]; Ashton and Maloney [@CR00086]). True combinatorial chemistry or sometimes referred to as combichem, applies methods to substantially reduce the number of synthetic operations or steps needed to synthesize large numbers of compounds. Combichem is conducted on solid supports (resins) to facilitate the manipulations required to reduce labor during purification of multiple products in the same vessel. Differing from combinatorial chemistry, multiple parallel synthesis procedures apply automation to the synthetic process to address the many separate reaction vessels needed, but the number of operations needed to carry out a synthesis is practically the same as the conventional approach. Thus, the potential productivity of multiple parallel methods is not as high as combinatorial chemistries. Parallel chemistries can be conducted on solid-phase supports or in solution to facilitate purification. Figure [8.12](#Fig000812){ref-type="fig"} provides an illustration of a combinatorial mix-and-match process in which a simple building block (a starting material such as an amino acid, peptide, heterocycle, other small molecule, etc.) is joined to one or more other simple building blocks in every possible combination. Assigning the task to automated synthesizing equipment results in the rapid creation of large collections or libraries (as large as 10,000 compounds) of diverse molecules. Ingenious methods have been devised to direct the molecules to be synthesized, to identify the structure of the products, to purify the products via automation, and to isolate compounds. When coupled with high-throughput screening, thousands of compounds can be generated, screened, and evaluated for further development in a matter of weeks. Figure 8.12 ■ A schematic representation of a coupling reaction: difference between classical chemical synthesis and combinatorial chemistry.

Building blocks include amino acids, peptides, nucleotides, carbohydrates, lipids, and a diversity of small molecule scaffolds or templates (Mason and Pickett [@CR0008102]). A selection of reaction types used in combinatorial chemistry to produce compound libraries is found in Table [8.6](#Tab00086){ref-type="table"}.Table 8.6 ■ A sample of the diversity of compounds capable of being synthesized by combinatorial chemistry methods.Compound typesα,β-Unsaturated ketonesα-Hydroxy acidsAcyl piperidinesAzolesβ-Mercaptoketonesβ-Turn mimeticsBenzisothiazolonesBenzodiazepinesBiarylsCyclopentenonesDihydropyridinesγ-ButyropyridinesGlycosylaminesHydantoinsIsoxazolesModified oligonucleotidesPeptoidsPiperazinedionesPorphyrinsPorphyrins1,3-PropanediolsProtease inhibitorsPyrrolidinesSulfamoylbenzamidesTetrahydrofuransThiazoleThiazolidinones

Chemical Genomics {#Sec000845}
-----------------

Chemical genomics is an emerging "omic" technology not discussed above. The development of high-throughput screening and high-throughput chemistry coupled with "omic" technologies has changed the drug discovery paradigm and the approach for the investigation of target pharmacology (Kubinyi and Müller [@CR000892]; Kubinyi [@CR000891]; Flaumenhaft [@CR000850]; Rankovic et al. [@CR0008133]) (see Fig. [8.11](#Fig000811){ref-type="fig"}). In modern drug discovery, chemical genomics (sometimes called chemogenomics or more generally included as a subset of chemical biology) involves the screening of large chemical libraries (typically combinatorially derived "druggable" small molecule libraries covering a broad expanse of "diversity space") against all genes or gene products, such as proteins or other targets (i.e., chemical universe screened against target universe). In Fig. [8.11](#Fig000811){ref-type="fig"}, basically chemical genomics would occur when the "new molecules" to be tested in the "bioassay" developed from the "new drug targets" "omic" approaches came from large chemical libraries typically of small molecules synthesized by high-throughput chemistry. As part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Roadmap for Biomedical Research, the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) will lead an effort to offer public sector biomedical researchers access to libraries of small organic molecules that can be used as chemical probes to study cellular pathways in greater depth. It remains difficult to predict which small molecule compounds will be most effective in a given situation. Researchers can maximize the likelihood of a successful match between a chemical compound, its usefulness as a research tool, and its desired therapeutic effect by systematically screening libraries containing thousands of small molecules. Drug candidates are expected from the correlations observed during functional analysis of the molecule -- gene product interactions. Genomic profiling by the chemical library may also yield relevant new targets and mechanisms. Chemical genomics is expected to be a critical component of drug lead identification and proof of principle determination for selective modulators of complex enzyme systems including proteases, kinases, G-protein-coupled receptors, and nuclear receptors.

Conclusion {#Sec000846}
==========

Tremendous advances have occurred in biotechnology since Watson and Crick determined the structure of DNA. Improved pharmaceuticals, novel therapeutic agents, unique diagnostic products, and new drug design tools have resulted from the escalating achievements of pharmaceutical biotechnology. While recombinant DNA technology and hybridoma techniques received most of the press in the late 1980s and early1990s, a wealth of additional and innovative biotechnologies and approaches have been, and will continue to be, developed in order to enhance pharmaceutical research. Genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, microarrays, pharmacogenomics/genetics, epigenomics, personalized medicine, metabonomics/metabolomics, toxicogenomics, glycomics, systems biology, genetically engineered animals, high-throughput screening, and high-speed combinatorial synthesis are directly influencing the pharmaceutical sciences and are well positioned to significantly impact modern pharmaceutical care. Application of these and yet to be discovered biotechnologies will continue to reshape effective drug therapy as well as improve the competitive, challenging process of drug discovery and development of new medicinal agents and diagnostics. Pharmacists, pharmaceutical scientists, and pharmacy students should be poised to take advantage of the products and techniques made available by the unprecedented scope and pace of discovery in biotechnology in the twenty-first century.

Self-Assessment Questions {#Sec000847}
=========================

QuestionsWhat were the increasing levels of genetic resolution of the human genome planned for study as part of the HGP?What is functional genomics?What is proteomics?What are SNPs?What is the difference between pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics?Define metabonomics.What is a DNA microarray?What phase(s) of drug action is affected by genetic variation?Define personalized medicine.What is a biomarker?Define systems biology.Why are engineered animal models valuable to pharmaceutical research?What two techniques are commonly used to produce transgenic animals?What is a knockout mouse?What are two approaches to high-throughput synthesis of drug leads and how do they differ? AnswersHGP structural genomics was envisioned to proceed through increasing levels of genetic resolution: detailed human genetic linkage maps \[approx. 2 megabase pairs (Mb = million base pairs) resolution\], complete physical maps (0.1 Mb resolution), and ultimately complete DNA sequencing of the approximately 3.5 billion base pairs (23 pairs of chromosomes) in a human cell nucleus \[1 base pair (bp) resolution\].Functional genomics is a new approach to genetic analysis that focuses on genome-wide patterns of gene expression, the mechanisms by which gene expression is coordinated, and the interrelationships of gene expression when a cellular environmental change occurs.A new research area called proteomics seeks to define the function and correlate that with expression profiles of all proteins encoded within a genome.While comparing the base sequences in the DNA of two individuals reveals them to be approximately 99.9 % identical, base differences, or polymorphisms, are scattered throughout the genome. The best-characterized human polymorphisms are single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) occurring approximately once every 1,000 bases in the 3.5 billion base pair human genome.Pharmacogenetics is the study of how an individual's genetic differences influence drug action, usage, and dosing. A detailed knowledge of a patient's pharmacogenetics in relation to a particular drug therapy may lead to enhanced efficacy and greater safety. While sometimes used interchangeably (especially in pharmacy practice literature), pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics are subtly different. Pharmacogenomics introduces the additional element of our present technical ability to pinpoint patient-specific DNA variation using genomic techniques. While overlapping fields of study, pharmacogenomics is a much newer term that correlates an individual patient's DNA variation (SNP level of variation knowledge rather than gene level of variation knowledge) with his or her response to pharmacotherapy.The field of metabonomics is the holistic study of the metabolic continuum at the equivalent level to the study of genomics and proteomics.The biochips known as DNA microarrays and oligonucleotide microarrays are a surface collection of hundreds to thousands of immobilized DNA sequences or oligonucleotides in a grid created with specialized equipment that can be simultaneously examined to conduct expression analysis.Genomic variation affects not only the pharmacokinetic profile of drugs (via drug metabolizing enzymes and drug transporter proteins), it also strongly influences the pharmacodynamic profile of drugs via the drug target.Pharmacotherapy informed by a patient's individual genomic and proteomic information. Sometimes referred to as giving the right drug to the right patient in the right dose at the right time.Biomarkers are clinically relevant substances used as indicators of a biologic state. Detection or concentration change of a biomarker may indicate a particular disease state physiology or toxicity. A change in expression or state of a protein biomarker may correlate with the risk or progression of a disease, with the susceptibility of the disease to a given treatment or the drug's safety profile.Systems biology is the study of the interactions between the components of a biological system, and how these interactions give rise to the function and behavior of that system.Engineered animal models are proving invaluable since small animal models of disease are often poor mimics of that disease in human patients. Genetic engineering can predispose an animal to a particular disease under scrutiny, and the insertion of human genes into the animal can initiate the development of a more clinically relevant disease condition.(a) DNA microinjection and random gene addition and (b) homologous recombination in embryonic stem cells.A knockout mouse, also called a gene knockout mouse or a gene-targeted knockout mouse, is an animal in which an endogenous gene (genomic wild-type allele) has been specifically inactivated by replacing it with a null allele.There are two overall approaches to high-throughput synthesis. True combinatorial chemistry applies methods to substantially reduce the number of synthetic operations or steps needed to synthesize large numbers of compounds. Combichem, as it is sometimes referred to, is conducted on solid supports (resins) to facilitate the needed manipulations that reduce labor. Differing from combinatorial chemistry, parallel procedures apply automation to the synthetic process, but the number of operations needed to carry out a synthesis is practically the same as the conventional approach. Thus, the potential productivity of parallel methods is not as high as combinatorial chemistries. Parallel chemistries can be conducted on solid-phase supports or in solution.
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